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I
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• Porter Lake is a 31 acre impoundment in the City of

( Springfield. The lake serves as the focal point for Forest Park,
~i ^ . . .'"a 735 acre park which is highly utilized by the surrounding urban

I -̂ i
population. Historically, the lake has provided a variety of

non-contact recreational activities including fishing, paddle

I .boats, duck feeding, and ice skating in the winter.

• In-filling of the lake due to sedimentation had resulted in

approximately one-third of the impoundment succeeding to an

I >
emergent wetland by the early 1970's. The rate of sedimentation

was increasing and deltas forming at mid-lake threatened to fill

| another third of the remaining water volume. In addition, a
i

_ rooted macrophyte problem had made boating virtually impossible.

• Several large erosion gullies surrounding the lake, created
f

• by municipal storm water discharges over metastable sandy terrace
^ _j

slopes, were the major sources of the sediments. A former large

I ."
animal zoo area, which drained directly into Porter Lake, was

_.' " historically a large source of nutrients and bacteria. The

• animals were removed from this area prior to the restoration

• proj ect.

In 1983 the City of Springfield received funding from the

J US EPA under the PL 92-500, Section 314 Clean Lakes and Great

Ponds Program to undertake a comprehensive restoration program

• for Porter Lake. Baystate Environmental Consultants, Inc. (EEC)

• was retained in early 1984 to develop construction plans,

specifications, and permit applications for the restoration

• program.

i IV



I
The restoration program had two principal elements; repair

I of the erosion areas surrounding the lake, and the dredging of
\___ __ " " ...... — • — ~° "" *~ '* "•*• -" ~r" - -~~ *
accumulated sediments within the lake. Additionally, sediment

_

i

' r^ _, trapping weirs'were to be constructed on the principal
* ̂  f*

tributaries; a sediment basin forebay was constructed at the

' major7 inlet, and the former zoo area was regraded and restored
;i

• with material dredged from the Lake.

The>; environmental permitting process was initiated with the

I grant application in 1983. An Environmental Impact Report (EIR)

was required to comply with the Massachusetts Environmental
'1

Policy Act (MEPA) . The secretary's Finding on the FEIR for EOEA
/

I File No. 4685 was published in the Environmental Monitor on
)

December 30, 1985. In addition, an Army Corps of Engineers

I (ACOE) Section 404 permit was required, and a Massachusetts

Wetlands Protection Act permit from the Springfield Conservation

• Commission was also necessary. The EIR and Wetlands Protection

I Act processes were completed by late December of 1985 and the
.-'

ACOE Nationwide Permit for the dredging was received in January

• Of 1989.

Construction of the erosion repairs was initiated in

I February 1986 by the Springfield DPW because of emergency

• conditions at the Trafton Road site. In October of 1986, a

contract was awarded to Gagliarducci Construction Co., Inc. of

• Springfield to initiate work on additional erosion areas. This

construction was completed in June of 1987. Construction of the

| dredged material containment area (also by Gagliarducci

Construction Co., Inc.) took place from January to May 1989. The



I
actual dredging program began in May of 1989. The dredging was

I carried out over three seasons due to problems with timely

reimbursement from̂ Jie-JState. Approximately 63,000 cy were

I. -, ̂  dredged from May to November 1989, 25,000 cy from September to

December 1990 and 38,000 cy from March to June of 1991. The

• containment area was restored from December of 1991 to July of

• 1992.

During the course of the project, several additional erosion

I areas were identified for repair. State and City funding was

obtained arid construction was carried out from May of 1990 to

• June of 1992.

I All construction work proceeded without major problems and
1

was successfully completed as designed. The erosion area

• restorations have performed excellently, weathering several major

storm events with no stability or erosion problems. Likewise,

I the gabion sediment weirs and forebay sediment basin have proven

• to be quite effective in trapping sediments before they reach the

lake. In fact, in the first periodic maintenance of the forebay

I was carried out in the Spring of 1994 by the City, approximately

5,000 cy of sediments were removed.

| Dredging proved to be effective in removing the extensive

_ growths of aquatic macrophytes in both Porter Lake and

m immediately downstream in Fountain Lake. In the four years since

• the completion of dredging, regrowth has been minor, occurring

primarily in the shallow near-shore areas of Fountain Lake, This

J condition will be addressed by the City through an on-going Park

Maintenance program. The restoration program did not eliminatei
i vi



I
occasional duckweed problems, particularly in the no-flow

I portions of Fountain Lake.

Water quality monitoring before, during, and after

' *•• v^ restoration activities showed no major impacts during the

_ dredging and no significant water quality improvements subsequent

™ to the restoration. Porter Lake is an impoundment with a large,

• mostly urban watershed. The watershed to lake ratio is 166 to 1,

and the average turnover rate is only about five days. As would

I be expected, water quality in Porter Lake is basically a function

of storm water quality; with in-lake processes playing a minimal

• role.

• Overall, the project has been successful in restoring the

lost recreational amenities of Porter Lake. Paddle boats are back

I on the lake and fishing activities have increased as well as

other passive uses. The Springfield Park Department, with State

I aid, has undertaken several other waterway improvement projects

• in Forest Park significantly expanding the recreational benefits

initially obtained by the Porter Lake Restoration Project.

i
i
i
i
i
i
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I
INTRODUCTION

I Project Formulation

I The Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 (Public Law

_ 92-500) included the Section 314 Clean Lakes Program, an integral

• segment of the Act's mandate to clean the nation's waters. In

• response to this Act, an Inventory and Restoration Plan report on

the thirteen publicly owned lakes and ponds in Springfield,

I Massachusetts was presented to the City's Park Commission in May

of 1980. The report documented the ecological conditions of each

• water body as well as their recreational potential and usage. A

• series of restoration projects were identified and prioritized,

with the Restoration of Porter Lake and its immediate watershed

• within Forest Park assigned the highest priority.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts also established its own

I Clean Lakes and Great Ponds Program under Chapter 628 of the Acts

• of 1981. This program provided state funding for studies and

lake restoration projects and was administered by the

• Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP) . In

consideration of the focal importance of Porter Lake within

Forest Park and, in turn, the value of Forest Park as a regional

— recreational resource in the urban life style of the Greater

Springfield area, the restoration of Porter Lake and its

I immediate watershed was selected by the City as the top priority

project for both programs.

| With the successful execution of the City/State and

State/Federal Funding Agreements, financial resources were
_

i



I
allocated at a 50% Federal, 25% State, and 25% City formula to

•I advance the project.

i The major objective of the proposed project was to stop the

:| rapid sedimentation of Porter Lake which had resulted in the

_ filling of approximately one-third of the impoundment over the

' past 40-50 years. Investigations had shown that this process was

• accelerating and the various recreational uses of the lake would

be lost in a short time.

• The project included both in-lake and proximal watershed

restoration activities. The watershed program involved the

• restoration of approximately 22 significant erosion sites and the

• Forest Park area, including redesign of the municipal storm water

drainage systems which caused most of the problems. The design

I and construction of sediment barriers on those tributaries

contributing major sediment loads was also included in this phase

• of the work.

• The in-lake portion of the project involved the dredging of

126,000 cubic yards (cy) to restore the open water portion of

• Porter Lake to its prior depth. A limited amount of dredging was

also planned for Fountain Lake, which is immediately downstream

I from Porter Lake, in order to remove existing aquatic macrophytes

• and their root systems. It was determined that sufficient funds

would not be available to dredge Fountain Lake to its original

I depth .

Supplemental erosion sites, principally along Park Drive

| south of Porter Lake, were identified in the early stage of the

project by the United States Soil Conservation Service (SCS) as

_

i



I
additional non-point source contributors to the advanced

I sedimentation of Porter Lake. The City was able to secure a

second grant from the Massachusetts Department of Environmental

| Protection, also under the Clean Lakes and Great Ponds Program,

_ to stabilize these erosion sites. The State/City funding

• agreement established a 75% State and 25% City financing formula.

• This Final Report documents the development of this restoration

program under both funding programs inasmuch as they were

I interdependent and integral to the overall restoration effort.

i
• Project Definition

I Forest Park is a 735 acre park owned by the City of

Springfield and located in the southern section of the City

• adjacent to Interstate 91 and the Town of Longmeadow. The

• Location Map, Figure 1, outlines the perimeter of Forest Park and

identifies Porter Lake. The lake, obviously the central water

I feature within the park, is a manmade impoundment along the

Pecousic Brook system. The lake impoundment is 31 acres in area,

I including Porter and Lower Porter Lake, more commonly referred to

• as Fountain Lake. The lake has a drainage basin of 5,160 acres

(approximately 8 square miles) with areas of the watershed in the

• communities of Springfield, East Longmeadow, and Longmeadow.

The principal project components were identified as:i
i
i
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1. The hydraulic dredging of Porter Lake and
Fountain Lake

1 2 . Construction of a dredged material Containment
Area (located between Porter Lake and South
Greeting Road within the Park)

1 3 . Restoration of the Original and Supplemental
Erosion Sites (located along Park Drive and Porter
Lake Drive to the south of the lake and along
Trafton Road and Dickinson Street east of the lake)

^ Figure 2, the Project Summary Plan, locates each of these project

• components .

Proect Cost

I A summary of the contracted expenditures for capital

improvements were as follows:

Contract No. 1 Repair of Erosion Areas $ 236,259.00
Contract No. 2 Dredging of Porter Lake $1,744,190.00
Contract No. 3 Repair of Supplemental

Erosion Areas $ 412,100.60

_ Total Contracted Amount $2,392,549.60

* In addition, two emergency erosion area repair projects were

• constructed by City Force Account, namely the Trafton Road

Emergency Erosion Repair and the Porter Lake Drive Emergency

Erosion Repair. Both were performed by the Springfield

Department of Public Works personnel in rapid response to

situations where erosion gullies had undermined adjacent local

streets and utilities and had become public safety hazards.

Costs for these repairs were not isolated from their normal

operational budgets and as such are not included in the above

noted cost summary.

Professional services provided by EEC were subdivided into

two contracts, one for the in-lake restoration effort and initial

erosion sites, and a second for the supplemental erosion repairs

and overall construction monitoring. Fees for all survey,
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I
design, permitting and construction monitoring services were as

I follows:

Contract No. 2857 $105,502.86

Contract No. 5548 $179,281.13

$284,783.99

Report Purpose

_

•

i
At the time of this writing, the project has been

I constructed and the significant improvements to Porter Lake and

its watershed have been favorably field reviewed by the City's

• Park Department, the Massachusetts Department of Environmental

• Protection, and the United States Environmental Protection

Agency. The intent of this report is to document the

• chronological development of the project, to evaluate the

improvements made, and to draw conclusions from goals attained

I and lessons learned. This report is not a detailed review of the

• design or construction as the contract plans, specifications, and

permits detail these improvements.

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
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DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Geologic Setting

| The glacial geology of the Forest Park area played an

_ instrumental role in the direct causes of the numerous erosion

• scars and resultant sedimentation of Porter Lake. It is

• instructive to first review the area in a geologic context to

better understand the site problems and the proposed solutions.

I Forest Park, as well as the entire Springfield environ along

the Connecticut River, is located within the historic limits of

H Lake Hitchcock, a meltwater lake formed during the retreat of the

• last glacial ice sheet approximately 15,000 years ago. During

the glacial retreat through the Connecticut River Valley, a

• significant thickness of sediments composed principally of clays

and very fine silts were deposited over the lake bottom. As the

I glacier retreated northward and thinned downward, meltwaters from

• the higher uplands adjacent to the Connecticut Valley deposited

deltaic sands over the clays from numerous side tributary streams

• and rivers. Most dominant in the greater Springfield area were

the Chicopee, West field, and Farmington River sandy deltas.

| Eventually, the dam of Lake Hitchcock, located in Rocky Hill, CT,

_ was breached and the lake rapidly drained. The Connecticut River

m subsequently eroded through the soft lake deposits until it

I reached bedrock in Enfield, Connecticut, an area commonly

referred to as the Enfield rapids.

| As the river cut down first through the sand overburden and

then the clay strata, the base outlet elevation of the tributary



I
rivers and streams also dropped. Pecousic Brook, one of these

I tributaries with a watershed of 5,160 acres (8 square miles), cut

through the sandy overburden and into the clay, dropping to meet

| the lower elevation of the Connecticut River at its confluence.

_ This resulted in the fairly steep incised topography immediately

™ surrounding and within Forest Park. This also produced a

• substantial base sediment load along the brook to the Connecticut

River. This steep topography is evident by viewing the ten foot

• interval contour lines in Figures 1 and 2.

• site History

i
Porter Lake was created approximately 100 years ago by

• damming Pecousic Brook at Porter Lake Dam Road with a masonry

structure spillway which was constructed in a semi-circular

I shape. The crest of the dam was set at El 88.4. Likewise,

• Fountain Lake was constructed immediately downstream by

constructing a second masonry dam with a crest at El 77 . 4 .

I From the 1930's through the 1950's substantial residential

growth took place in the greater Springfield region, in

| particular in the Pecousic Brook watershed and the immediate

• environs of the Park. This urban residential and commercial

development around the Park was situated principally upon the top

• of the relatively flat deltaic sand deposits varying from El 160

to El 180. With the development around the park, numerous storm

I water collection systems were built to drain the adjacent

roadways and impervious surfaces. Many of these storm water

_

i



I
drainage systems were outletted onto the Park property,

I unfortunately close to the adjacent roadways and at the

relatively high elevations along the perimeter of the park, well

| above the receiving waters of Pecousic Brook. These piped

m outlets functioned to concentrate storm flow discharge onto the

™ sandy overburden, which then formed intermittent channels along

• the steep slopes enroute to Pecousic Brook and directly into

Porter Lake. Storm water flows along these steep channels

I rapidly eroded the lower elevation soft clays which, in turn,

_ undermined the sandy overburden. Sand deposits then collapsed

• into the channel, vegetation was uprooted, and the channels

• enlarged into gullies. As this process continued, the gullies

widened and extended upstream toward the park perimeter and the

I storm water outlets, resulting in meta-stable steep slopes

vulnerable to mass movements. During this entire process large

• quantities of eroded sediment were continuously washed into the

• lake.

Also contributing to this process were the natural

I groundwater seeps throughout the park at the interface of the

sand/clay deposits. Rainfall rapidly percolated through the

• sandy overburden to the sand/clay interface and then traversed

• horizontally until it broke out as springs and hillside seeps.

Although much less dramatic than the flows from the major storm

• water systems, this relatively constant non-point source has also

played a contributory role in the advancement of the erosional

| scars and creation of meta-stable slopes.

A secondary adverse impact of development was the habit ofi
i 10



I
residential neighbors to use the Park as a convenient location

I for the disposal of brush and lawn clippings, often over a steep

eroded slope. This activity functioned to further destabilize

J slopes since the debris killed or retarded vegetative growth on

_ the slopes, normally a positive stabilizing factor.

' The numerous erosion gullies were all contributors to the

• sediment loading reaching Pecousic Brook, or other small

tributaries along the shoreline which directly entered Porter

I Lake. Once reaching the quiescent waters of the lake, the larger

sand-sized particles rapidly settled out of the water column near

• the entry point to the lake. The finer silts and clay materials

• stayed in suspension for longer durations and generally were

deposited close to the lake dam and outlet or were carried over

I the weir and transported further downstream. By the early 1980's

the eastern end of the lake at the inlet of Pecousic Brook had

I completely filled in and was then a vegetated delta of

• approximately ten acres. The deposited deltas flanking the

Pecousic Brook streambed extended 400 feet into the lake by the

I spring of 1989. Also, a deposit from one intermittent stream

from the south had resulted in a new delta that extended 150 feet

| across the lake, threatening to divide the lake in half. Between

• the two deltas water depth had been reduced to an average of four

feet. The open water surface was reduced to less than 20 acres

I and the water depth averaged only about six feet, with a maximum

depth of ten feet near the dam. The pre-dredge survey bathymetry

I of the lake, as developed over the winter of 1988-89 is

illustrated in Figure 3.I
I 11
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i
chronology

In February of 1984, the City of Springfield and Baystate

I Environmental Consultants, Inc. (BEC) executed a design contract

_ for the development of construction plans, specifications and

• permit applications for the restoration program. Design work was

• initiated on March 19, 1984 with the compilation of all of the

prior efforts and developed data. Engineering design and permit

I efforts were developed simultaneously to address both the

construction and environmental requirements for the project.

• The basic design of the dredging program was detailed in

• plans and cross sections of Porter Lake and Fountain Lake. In

total, 125,000 cy of soft sediments were proposed to be

• hydraulically dredged from the lake. The recent deltas were

proposed to be removed, and those delta areas which had developed

I into stable vegetated wetlands were left intact. The lower third

• of the lake was designed to be deepened to twelve feet with an

eight foot water depth extended up to the Pecousic Brook

• entrance. Hydraulic dredging was recommended over drawdown and

conventional excavation due to the typically high flow rates of

| the inlet streams, most notably Pecousic Brook. Additionally,

_ the hydraulic dredging methodology would have little or no impact

on the Porter Lake fishery, would significantly reduce the

I potential for downstream sedimentation, and would have no impact

on the bordering vegetated wetlands adjacent to the lake, and at

| the upstream end of the lake along Pecousic Brook.

i
i



I
Between Porter Lake and South Greeting Drive in the Park

I there was a natural basin with two intermittent drainage swales

that converged and flowed into the lake. This area was

I identified as an ideal dredged material containment basin since

_ only a short segment of embankment was required to enclose the

• site. An outflow control structure was designed to remove the

• supernatant from the top of the basin and outlet into a secondary

flocculation basin. Flocculant was to be added in prescribed

I dosages to facilitate the settling of the remaining fines from

the return water that was discharged into a wetland and from

• there back into Porter Lake. A rock-filled gabion sediment

• barrier was also located immediately downstream from the point of

discharge from the flocculant basin. The dredged material

I containment area is shown in Figure 4, and the gabion sediment

barriers are shown in Figure 5.

| The Secretary of Environmental Affairs issued a Certificate

• in response to the Environmental Notification Form that had been

submitted as part of the grant application process in 1983 which

I required an Environmental Impact Report (EIR) to comply with the

Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA)(EOEA 4865). The

| submitted Draft EIR described in detail the proposed hydraulic

_ dredging program, including EP toxicity testing results of lake

• bottom sediments, described the proposed sediment containment and

• flocculation basins and the proposed repairs to erosion sites

designated Sites A through H.

I The Draft EIR was submitted in March of 1985, and was

_ circulated and reviewed for comment. The Certificate from the

i 14
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I
™ Lake. In particular, the role of the underdrain blanket and

• the drop manhole design was emphasized at Area 25. Prior to

this restoration design and independent of this program, an

I attempt was made to repair that gully. Flexible plastic

storm drain pipe was utilized and the gully backfilled

• without an underdrain and without a toe wall. That repair

• did not last one year prior to its unraveling. By the time

this program's effort was conducted, that erosion gully had

I eroded to virtually the same condition as it was prior to

the repair effort.

I 9. Although water quality was taken to be an intrinsic

• consideration throughout this project, the improvement

program had little to no direct impact relevant to water

I quality. Tested parameters demonstrated few nominal trend

changes and seasonal variations were significant. The

| removal of the sediments did not result in any significant

_ measurable change in the quality of water in the lake.

Instead, a more recreation-based usable lake surface was

I restored. Water quality at Porter Lake is a function of the

much broader issues of watershed land uses and non-point

| sources management. If anything, a lesson learned for any

_ lake is that failure to invoke watershed improvements will

• result in continuous eutrophication and related problems.

• Moreover, a classic limnological analysis of urban lakes is

both futile and clearly unwarranted. A look at fewer

I
I

parameters, principally turbidity, and total solids or total

suspended solids and some limited nutrient data would have
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sufficed. Watershed issues beyond those noted herein for

I Forest Park, fell well beyond the scope of this effort.

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
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Secretary dated April 17, 1985, requested additional information

I regarding temporary wetland impacts that would occur at the site

of the proposed containment basin. This issue was satisfactorily

| addressed in the Final EIR, dated September, 1985 with the

_ inclusion of a restoration plan for the containment area. The

• containment site was proposed to be regraded after the conclusion

• of dredging and a small pond created at the confluence of the two

drain swales and wetlands re-vegetated. In a letter dated

I December 19, 1985, the Final EIR was accepted by the Secretary of

Environmental Affairs and the containment site restoration

• details were incorporated into the construction plans. Public

• Noticing of FEIR acceptance occurred in the Environmental Monitor

of December 30, 1985.

I During the development of the Final EIRf plans were advanced

sufficiently to file a Notice of Intent with the Springfield

I Conservation Commission under the Massachusetts Wetlands

• Protection Act (DEP File #294-123). The Notice included a

request for the granting of "limited project" status, in

• recognition of the proposed environmental benefit to be realized.

The Public Hearing was held on May 16, 1985. A field review was

| conducted the following day with representatives of the Park

• Department, the Springfield Conservation Commission, the

Massachusetts Department of Environmental Protection, the U. S.

• Environmental Protection Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service, and BEG. This concluded with the issuance of an Order

| of Conditions dated June 20, 1985, with a grant of "limited

project" status (Appendix A) . An extension to this permit was

_
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I
granted for two years in October of 1989 to allow completion of

I the dredging caused by intermittent administrative and fiscal

delays. Finally, a Chapter 91 Dredging permit was applied for

| and was received on June 16, 1989 from the Wetlands and Waterways

_ Division of DEP.

With the erosion and sedimentation process was accelerating

I over time as the scars became more and more severe to logically

progress construction from the cause to the effect, BEG proposed

| to correct the watershed erosion gully prior to the in-lake

_ dredging work. A number of engineering strategies were developed

• to address the particular conditions at each site that led to the

• development of the erosion scar. Where possible, multiple storm

drain outlets were eliminated by connecting the storm drain

I systems and rerouting them to a single outlet. The fewer the

number of outlets, the less need for future maintenance and the

• less probability of future erosion. At points of discharge it

• became necessary to control the loss in energy head of the storm

water through a series of drop manhole structures to safely

I outlet the flow at a much lower elevation and velocity. The

incised steep and unstable slopes then had to be rebuilt to a

I more stable grade utilizing free draining gravel, and the final

• slopes had to be vegetated. Included in the design of the

regraded fill areas was underdrain piping laid in a stone blanket

I wrapped in filter geotextile fabric to collect and discharge all

seeping groundwater. At the base of each restored area, a small

I rock-filled gabion wall was proposed to function as a storm water

I
i

and underdrain outlet headwall and to stabilize the toe of the
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fill. Riprap stilling basins were proposed at each discharge

point to facilitate sediment removal and to reduce flow

velocities. Figures 6 and 7 show typical erosion area repair

schemes, with and without storm water discharge.

Construction site access had to be carefully evaluated.

Most important was the minimization of areal disturbance in the

immediate vicinity of the active erosion area, and the provision

of safe access. Two generalized methods were proposed. Either

an access road was designed on the adjacent slope, generally

_ running parallel to the contour of the land in order to

• accommodate safe access grades, or temporary fill was placed into

the scar directly and the permanent repair work was done from

within the eroded gully. The contractor was given the option to

select the preferred option.

By early 1986, Contract No. 1 Plans and Specifications were

complete. A site-by-site summary of the proposed restoration

work was as follows:

SITE LOCATION ACTION

A Abandoned Zoo Drop MH's storm drain
B1&B2 Trafton Road Eliminate outlet and

stabilize
• C East of Dickinson Gabion wall at toe of

Street slope
D Porter Lake Drive Eliminate outlet and

stabilize
E Porter Lake Drive Eliminate outlet and

stabilize
F Porter Lake Drive Eliminate outlet and

stabilize
G Porter Lake Drive Drop MH's storm drain
H Porter Lake Drive Roadway berm bypass

Through monitoring of areas Bl and B2 it became evident by

February, 1986, that an emergency condition was developing. The
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incised scar had advanced by headward erosion to the edge of

• Trafton Road and had become a vehicle and pedestrian hazard.

Additionally, underground utilities, including a sanitary sewer

I and a natural gas line were threatened. The emergency nature of

• this condition was reviewed with the City and it was decided to

construct the repair work as a separate contract utilizing the

I City Department of Public Works personnel. In this manner, time

delays associated with the bid/award process could be avoided and

| work initiated quickly. Both the USEPA and MDEP approved usage

_ of Force Account work and the plans were revised to isolate this

• work.

• By the end of March, construction was initiated and it

proceeded as designed with few problems. The storm drainage in

• the roadway was redirected to another storm drain collection

system to remove the discharge from the site. The slope was then

• stabilized and gabions were installed along with the underdrain

• system. Slopes were vegetated and the work completed by the mid-

summer of 1986.

• During the construction of Trafton Road, Contract No. 1 for

tho remaining erosion areas was let out to bid. Bids from four

• contractors were opened on May 14, 1986 with the low bid of

• $237,805 submitted by Gagliarducci Construction Co., Inc. of

Springfield. After an evaluation of all bids, the award for the

• project was made to the low bidder and work was initiated on

October 15, 1986.

i
i

The contractor started at Site C and progressed along Porter

Lake Drive, progressing from the point of storm water discharge.
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I
Work followed closely to the design plans and specifications

I except for a revision after the severe spring rain conditions of

early 1987. At that time it was recognized that an adjacent

| erosion scar at Area 8 was rapidly deteriorating. By late spring

j a fifteen foot deep vertical drop edged closer to Porter Lake

Drive* Another emergency similar to the Trafton Road site was in

I the making. After a review of the associated costs and

quantities, it was elected to postpone the repairs at Area A and

| to address the restoration of the very active and then dangerous

_ gully* The contractor agreed to this exchange of work. Contract

™ No. 1 was completed June 30, 1987 at a final cost of $236,259.

• In August all work under Contract No. 1 was accepted and the

project was closed out.

• In December, 1986, contract plans and specifications were

completed for Contract No. 2. In the bid package were details

m for the construction of the containment basin, the flocculation

• basin, three sediment barriers, the actual dredging of both

Porter and Fountain Lake, and the final restoration of the

• containment site. Plans were advertised for bid in January,

1987, with the bid opening held on February 3, 1987.

I Unfortunately, only one bid was received. On March 2, 1987, the

• Park Commission elected to reject the sole bid due to the lack of

a competitive quote.

I Contract No. 2 was re-advertised on July 28, 1988 with a

subsequent bid opening held on August 19, 1988. Two bidders

| responded to the offering with a low bid of $1,730,990 received

i
i

from Gagliarducci Construction Co., Inc. of Springfield. The
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I
• second bid was for $2,865,730. The low bid exceeded available

• funding, but fortunately supplemental EPA funding from another

Clean Lakes Grant in Massachusetts was unexpended and was

I transferred to this project with supplemental matching funds from

the City. The construction contract was executed on October 14,

• 1988 and a Notice to Proceed was issued on December 8, 1988.

Work was initiated in January, 1989 with the construction of

the containment site and the downstream sediment barrier. Work

I progressed as intended with the re-routing of the two

watercourses and the formation of the earthen embankments to

I complete the basins. At the same time as was required by the

• contract documents, a registered land surveyor prepared pre-

dredge cross sections of Porter and Fountain Lake at fifty-foot

I intervals. Markers were installed along the edge of the lake at

each section to keep the dredge operator informed of location.

| Required dredging depths pursuant to the design were also plotted

— onto these plans. A set of pre-dredge sections were kept on file

for future comparison.

I Initially, portions of the relatively dry delta which could

be removed with conventional excavation equipment were removed.

| Excavation was not allowed in contact with the lake to prevent

_ sedimentation into the water column and to downstream areas.

™ Subsequently, the hydraulic dredge initiated work on May 5, 1989

• near the Pecousic Brook inlet, the eastern upstream limit of the

project. Dredging stopped in November, 1989 for the season after

_

i

63,000 cy of material had been removed and pumped into the

containment basin. Approximately, 25,000 cy of sediment was



I
excavated between October and December, 1990, and the remaining

I 38,000 cy was removed in a third season between March and May of

1991. In total, 126,516 cy of soft sediment were removed for the

I lakes; approximately 97,300 cy from Porter Lake and 29,200 cy

. from Fountain Lake. This volume was computed based upon a post-

dredge survey at the pre-dredge cross section lines again by a

• licensed land surveyor. The post-dredging bathymetry is shown in

Figure 3.

| During the dredging operations it became clear that a

_ substantial sediment load continued to reach Porter Lake via

• Pecousic Brook. The previously deposited delta had risen to the

• point that the effectiveness of the proposed sediment barrier was

re-examined. After some study, the alternative of a forebay was

• proposed. Two islands at the then present limit of the delta

were left in place and the open water behind them was dredged to

• a deeper depth than initially proposed. A riprap stone barrier

• was installed across the mouth of the brook prior to the forebay

thus raising the elevation of the streambed at its outlet. The

I forebay operated guite well and an access way was left for future

maintenance operations. This final configuration of a sediment

• trapping forebay is depicted in Figure 8. In April of 1994, the

• City removed approximately 5,000 cy of sediment from the forebay,

restoring it to its original (1989) volume.

I The containment basins performed quite well over the life of

the dredging and, in fact, required less regrading between

| seasons due to the size of the basin and compaction of the

sediments. Most fine sediments were not handled at all betweenI
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dredge seasons with only the more coarse sands deposited at the

I outlet of the pump pipeline removed from the basin.

Flocculant was used to remove the very fine particles from

• the supernatant prior to discharge. The flocculant was

• introduced by a drip feed line at the outlet control structure of

the main containment basin which helped mix it with the outflow.

• The discharge from the flocculating basin was monitored for

turbidity and except for very rare instances, the turbidity

I levels of the discharge were lower than the background levels of

_ the inflow from Pecousic Brook.

™ In February, 1988, BEG and the City entered into a contract

• to design and permit the construction of the Supplemental Erosion

Repairs, in August, 1988 a Preliminary Design Submission was

| made to the Park Department identifying corrective actions to be

taken at twenty active or potential erosion sites. Four sites

• were identified along Porter Lake Drive, four in the park land

• located in the Town of Longmeadow, and the remaining sites were

along Park Drive in Springfield.

I Area 9 along Porter Lake Drive was recognized as a high

priority site because it had a severe vertical drop which had

• advanced headward to within ten feet of the travelway pavement.

• In order to correct this emergency condition separate plans were

prepared for Areas 9 and 10 which detailed a single storm water

• collection system and outlet. This work was then constructed by

the City Department of Public Works over the 1988-89 winter

I season. As the new outlet was downstream of the four identified

i
i

erosion gullies in Longmeadow (Areas 11, HA, 12 and 13) and
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since funding did not apply to work outside of Springfield, a

gabion sediment barrier was constructed along the watercourse

immediately downstream of the new outlet. Access was left for

future sediment removal at this trapping structure.

After the Order of Conditions were issued by the Springfield

Conservation Commission on March 30, 1989 for the remaining work,

Contract No. 3 was advertised for bids. The bid opening was held

on June 1, 1989, at which time five bids were reviewed. The low

bid was for $493,959.90, as submitted by Gagliarducci

Construction Co., Inc. Other bids ranged from $680,270.10 to

$835,910.00.

In consideration of statewide fiscal problems, and in

particular, concerns related to the timing of State

reimbursements, the Contract was executed with the low bid

contractor for all the work, but only a Phase I listing of sites

was authorized. A site-by-site summary of the Phase I work was

as follows:

SITE LOCATION ACTION

14 Park Drive (east) Roadway berm bypass
15 Park Drive (east) Eliminate outlet
16 Park Drive (east) Eliminate outlet
17 Park Drive (east) Eliminate outlet
18 Park Drive (east) Drop MH's storm

drain
19 Park Drive (east) Roadway berm bypass
20 Park Drive (east) Roadway berm bypass

Construction at Area 18 was initiated on June 11, 1990.

Work progressed quickly after the more difficult outlet Area 18

was completed and in conformance with the plans. The Phase I

work was completed on June 27, 1991.
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A site-by-site summary of the Phase II work performed was as

I follows:

SITE LOCATION ACTIONi 21A Park Drive (west) Roadway berm bypass
21 Park Drive (west) Eliminate outlet

1 22 Park Drive (west) Eliminate outlet
25 Park Drive (west) Drop MH's storm

drain
A South Greeting Rd. Drop MH's storm

I drain

• On July 1, 1991 Phase II was authorized to proceed after all

required financing was in place.

I In late August Hurricane Bob, with a substantial and intense

rainfall, passed through the Springfield area. An inspection of

I all of the erosion sites noted the success with which the

• completed areas performed. Unfortunately, Area 25, which had not

yet been worked upon, was severely impacted to the extent that

I subgrade materials under the roadway pavement washed out.

Emergency roadway barriers were erected around the site by park

| personnel. Work began soon thereafter at Area 25.

• The work for Phase II was completed in May, 1992, thus

finalizing the Contract No. 3 construction effort.

• With the completion of the stabilization efforts at the

varied erosion sites, and the demobilization of the hydraulic

I
I
I
I

dredge following the final dredging season in the Spring of 1991,

construction efforts focussed on the restoration of the dredged

material containment basin. The restoration plan for the

containment area required moving a substantial portion of the

sediment from the basin floor onto the side slopes along with the

restoration of the two drainage swales, and the creation of a
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small pond at the confluence of the swales. The design concept

I was to lower the grade by excavation back to the original grade

to assure adequate groundwater seepage to support wetland

I vegetation. This design was reevaluated after recognizing the

• extent wetland vegetation naturally evolved on the hydric soil

lake sediments after the third dredging season, even at a higher

• basin floor elevation.

A revised restoration grading plan was issued in November,

| 1991 (see Figure 9) and the restoration efforts were initiated.

• Two stepped concrete weirs were installed on the prior basin

embankments and a small 0.75 acre pond was established with a

• water surface approximately eight feet above the original grade.

The two swales were reestablished over gabion mattresses to

| control potential future erosion and were, routed to the pond

— inlet to maintain the pond's water supply. Finally, the South

™ Greeting Road slope was stabilized with underdrains, regrading,

• vegetation, and a retaining wall observation area. Construction

work was completed mid-1992, and the contractor demobilized and

I removed all equipment from the Park, Figure 10 summarizes the

time frame for the various construction activities.

i
i
i
i
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WATER QUALITY

As a water resource project, water quality, both from the

| perspective of short-term construction phase impacts and long-

_ term alterations, was recognized as an important issue that

™ required monitoring. The Water Quality Monitoring (WQM) program

• was established to maximize the information which could be

gleaned from the lake dredging and erosion gully restoration

effort within a very limited financial budget.

Efforts were taken to assess water quality prior to the

initiation of significant work, during the construction efforts,

in particular, the in-lake dredging activities, and the post-

construction setting. In order to accomplish this effort, four

water sampling stations were established at Porter Lake (Figure

3), namely:

STATION NO.

PL-1 Dingle and Pecousic Brook confluence with Porter
Lake

PL-2 Porter Lake mid station at the surface
PL-2b Porter Lake mid station at the bottom
PL-3 Porter Lake outlet
PL-4 Unnamed tributary confluence with Porter Lake

• At these sampling stations, the following water quality

parameters were ascertained:

Temp (°C)
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/1)
PH
Specific Conductance (Umhos/cm)
Turbidity (NTU)
Secchi Transparency (M)
Fecal Coliform (#/100ml)
Total Phosphorus (mg/1)
Ortho-Phosphorus (mg/1)
Ammonia Nitrogen (mg/1)
Nitrate Nitrogen (mg/1)
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Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen (mg/1)
_ Total Inorganic Nitrogen (mg/1)
• Total Organic Nitrogen (mg/1)
• Total Nitrogen (mg/1)

Total Suspended Solids (mg/1)

I Total Solids (mg/1)
Total alkalinity (mg/1)
Total hardness (mg/1)

I Total Iron (mg/1)
Chlorides (mg/1)
Chlorophyll a (mg/m3)

i
i

Most analyses results were graphed on a time-concentration chart

and are shown as Figures 11 - 23.

Monitoring was initiated in May of 1989 and concluded in

• June of 1992 for a total duration of 36 months. During periods

of active lake dredging, bi-weekly sampling was conducted so that

I in total, 48 different sampling periods were utilized.

• The Water Quality Monitoring program represented a

significant challenge insofar as what parameters to measure,

I their value in establishing the merits of the Porter Lake

restoration program, the "stop and go" nature of the dredging

I program, impacts related to construction of the erosion area

_ repairs, lake dredging, and significant budgetary restrictions

™ which caused departures from optimal monitoring efforts. Even

• more difficult was the actual delineation of parameters selected

to measure the effectiveness of a restoration program,

| specifically designed as a sediment and macrophyte removal

project, with the idea of limiting watershed nutrient inputs

• (i.e.. Nitrogen and Phosphorus) a very secondary consideration,

• if realistically one at all. Hence, any attempt to apply classic

limnological techniques to analyze a hydraulic system, which was

I and still is essentially an urban, hindered run of the river

i
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storm water impoundment, would predictably be almost futile.

I In a system such as the Pecousic Brook/Entry Dingle

drainages, the highly developed and relatively old watershed is

I dominated by urban storm water inputs possessing high variability

• in flow in quality. The transport of large volumes of sediment

into the Porter Lake system, coupled with a very limited response

• time, essentially overrides and/or masks any expected classic

limnological responses. As a result of the interplay of

| regulators, limnologists, grantees, engineers, and prior

« experiences, the assemblage of parameters herein presented was

thought to be as good an indicator suite of water quality

• responses as any. In retrospect, the analysis of the Porter Lake

system utilizing solids and turbidity data, with an overall look

| at nutrient loads, was probably the most effective way to judge

_ the water quality value of the restoration program.

™ In times of non-storm conditions, accompanied by a

• significant period of low antecedent rainfall, the Porter Lake

system approaches one which shows a resemblance to classic

| limnological trends. However, as has been our professional

experience with urban lakes over a 25 year period, run of the

• river impoundments at the low end of the drainage basin, have

• large tributary (relative to lake area) urban watersheds, and

have problems with any significant precipitation events which

I adversely effect recreational water quality for several days

thereafter. Commonly, the initial effects are related to low

I Secchi visibility, high turbidity, and high total solids, and is

followed in more quiescent periods by the "catching up" of theI
I
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™ lake's response time with the excess nutrients and sunlight to

• produce a phytoplankton bloom which further aggravates

recreational pursuits. This situation extends a single event

I storm water surge into a week or longer impact, only to be

followed by another such event. This is especially true in the

• peak summer season when high intensity, short duration storms

• unleash significant sediment and nutrient loads into the Porter

Lake system, resulting in a more or less continual adverse effect

• for the recreational season.

An examination of the general trends of water quality data

• during the Porter Lake restoration revealed that the program did,

• in fact, have a positive, albeit relatively minor, impact on the

in-lake, in-park generation of sediments, solids and nutrients.

• However, notwithstanding these in-system gains, the overwhelming

effects of the urbanized watershed above Porter Lake continues to

I adversely effect water quality with regard to classic

_ eutrophication problems attendant to an excess influx of

• nutrients.

• After reviewing the collected data, it is evident that the

dredging activities had virtually no impact on water quality

• during the construction. Even when the dredge was operating in

_ close proximity to a sampling station, the measured parameters

™ indicated no significant variations. The hydraulic dredge had a

• hood around the cutter head which localized all turbidity and

disturbance impacts.

I A review of the specific water parameters indicated that

tests for pH, alkalinity, hardness, chlorides, iron, conductance,
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fecal coliform and even the classic dissolved oxygen/temperature

I analyses, aside from furnishing some background information,

revealed little regarding the overall effectiveness of the

• program. Average minimum and maximum values for these parameters

• is shown by Station in Appendix B. Figure 11 does show that

except for summertime bottom conditions in Porter Lake, dissolved

I oxygen levels are not problematic with regard to extensive anoxia

due to summer stratification. The low depth of the lake and

I rapid flushing by oxygenated water precludes this condition

• except for the summer months immediately above the bottom. As

noted in Figure 11, the 1992 numbers seem to suggest that the

I dredging of Porter Lake may have reduced, or even eliminated, the

summertime dissolved oxygen "dive" along the bottom.

| Figure 12 shows the influence of storm water inputs as well

. as phytoplankton growth on Secchi visibility, which does not

" illustrate any meaningful trend. Even after dredging and

• containment of much of the incoming sediment loads behind weirs,

forebays, and deltas, there are still more than enough storm

I water inputs to limit visibility to a maximum of about 2.2m.

Perhaps the maximum and recurring value of 2.2m is reflective of

• some positive effect due to restoration above the 1989 and

• earlier base values of 1.9-2.Om. An examination of Figure 13

shows that there was a very general decline of average surface

I turbidity in the lake. Perhaps this decline has affected the

Spring and Fall Secchi visibility maximum readings of 2.2m, but

I summertime turbidity and total solids values are still too high

• to realize a meaningful positive effect. Figure 14 for total

i
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I
solids on the Lake surface is similar to Figure 13 turbidity

• trends. It appears as though in an overall sense, the

restoration program may have cut down the "peaks" and raised the

I "valleys" in the overall trends, but the values are still too

high to effect significant visibility increases.

• In terms of nutrient values, the trends are generally

• inconclusive. For total N, the generalized observation can be

made that the inflow totals remain at over 2 mg/1, while in-lake

I values remain in the 1 to 1.5 mg/1 range, obviously veil above

classic.limnological problem levels (0.3 mg/1) (Figure 15).

• Similar trends were noted for Kjeldahl N, total organic N,

• ammonia N, and nitrate N (Appendix B, Figures 19 - 23) . Data for

Total Phosphorus show a similar lack of a distinct trend as did

I nitrogen values. There can perhaps be some small diminution of

total in-lake P attributed to dredging and the installation of

| sediment barriers, but even with this possible minor positive

• effect, the total P levels remain well above "permissible"

eutrophication levels (Figure 16). The trends for soluble

I reactive phosphorus (SRP) as represented by orthophosphorus, also

show little to no trend attributable to the Porter Lake

| improvement program (Figure 17) . Finally, Figure 18 shows that

_ the chlorophyll-a values mimic the total N and P data, perhaps

™ illustrative of the macrophyte removal and enhanced opportunities

• for phytoplankton growth. This manifestation occurs, perhaps not

so dramatically in Porter Lake which is regularly flushed, but

I immediately downstream in Fountain Lake where a combination of

plug flow (i.e., density currents), basin morphology (i.e.,
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PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
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"square shape"), and poor outlet conditions, have resulted in

I side "dead water" (poor circulation) zones. This condition has

probably aggravated recent duckweed explosions on the surface of

• Fountain Lake.

• With such a large watershed to lake area ratio of (166:1)

in-lake actions were expected to have nominal if any, positive

I results to overall water quality. The data show this was

essentially the case with Porter Lake. Although there are

I numerous variations in the parameters, no strong discernible

• patterns or cause/effect relationships could be identified. In

view of the prevailing conditions, the lack of demonstrated

• classic water quality improvements should not be surprising.

Porter Lake continues to function as a low residence time

| flow through system for urban storm water. The in-lake

_ improvements were primarily physical related to increased

B available depth and restored open water aesthetics, thus

• restoring the non-contact water based recreational opportunities

related to urban lakes (paddle boating, fishing and aesthetics).i
i
i
i
i
i
i



I
' CONCLUSIONS

I
This project consisted of a multi-faceted environmental

I improvement activity that assured for the greater Springfield

population the long-term continued non-contact water dependent

• recreational usage of this regional urban park's most important

• water feature. This was the overall objective of the entire

program and it was accomplished. From this perspective, the

I effort was a success. Over the nine year effort some elements of

the restoration far exceeded expectations, whereas others fell

I somewhat short. Technically and administratively, all parties

i involved in this program learned a great deal. Some of these

lessons are as follows:

I 1. Project funding issues plagued the construction phase

from 1988 to its conclusion. Massachusetts has strict

| protective laws requiring prompt payments to construction

_ contractors from the contracting authority (i.e., the City

• of Springfield). Unfortunately, due to the fiscal problems

• faced by the State in the last few years of the 1980's,

reimbursements for contractor invoices were not timely. The

I City and Federal shares were forthcoming and this did keep

_ the project solvent. However, delays did occur and as a

• result the flow of payments to the contractor resulted in

• delays to the progression of work. Clearly, had the flow of

payments been appropriate, the second and third dredging

I seasons could have been combined and an entire year

eliminated from the program. Due to the lack of payments
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the contractor could not be faulted for these delays and in

I the final analysis, the flow of payment dictated the rate of

progress. When entering into fiscal agreements all parties

I must commit the appropriate resources to see the project

• through. It was only through the established sound working

relationship between the City and the contractor that this

I project was completed. Communications, important to any

project, were severely tested by these fiscal problems and

| it is a testament to the numerous hours of effort by all

• parties in this project that this improvement program was

successfully concluded without legal claims and

I counterclaims.

2. The dredging and dredged material containment area

| performed exceptionally well. Adverse construction impacts

_ to the water resources did not occur. Turbidity at the

™ dredge site was very localized and nominal at worst. The

• supernatant return water from the containment basin was

typically less turbid than the Pecousic Brook inlet stream

I or the lake itself. Flocculants generally were sparingly

used due to the successful natural settling process in the

• containment basin. The flocculation basin at the conclusion

• of all dredging activities had only about two inches of very

fine particulate deposition.

I 3. The point sources of sediment within the park were

corrected and stabilized, which effectively eliminated major

I
i

sediment loadings emanating from these sites. These

erosional scars had direct impact on the lake which was
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evidenced in particular by the former sediment deltas which

I extended into the lake proper. However, Porter Lake has a

significant urban/suburban watershed and the sediment

• loading that continues to reach the lake is substantial.

• Franconia Golf Course, an upstream City-owned property, has

two thousand feet of actively eroding streambank, and this

I site is but one of many similar sites within the watershed.

The nature of the areal surficial geology especially in

I regard to glacial lake bottom silt and clay deposits make

• watershed protection both difficult and expensive. Sediment

loadings will continue to reach Porter Lake and only an

I active maintenance policy and vigilant watershed protection

efforts will help preserve the renewed life restored to this

| lake.

« 4. The sediment barriers work quite well on the small

tributary streams. The rock filled gabions filter the

• larger sediments during normal flow events and create a

backwater during the larger storms. This backwater effect

J assists in the catchment of sediments over the flooded

_ wetlands allowing them to function as filters. Pecousic

• Brook simply was too large a stream for this type of

• treatment. The forebay design change was a significant

improvement. Since its initial formation it already has

I been cleaned once. Periodic monitoring is required and

continued maintenance a must.

l
I

5. During the permitting phase, an Environmental Impact

Report was required to address concerns relating to the loss
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of 0.59 acres of Bordering Vegetated Wetlands at the

I containment site. The replication plan was a positive

addition to the project, although its final configuration

• could not be accurately determined prior to the actual

• dredging program. Today the site is a thriving 2.47 acre

vegetated wetland community surrounding a 0.75 acre pond.

I The dredged sediments created an excellent organic substrate

and coupled with the numerous groundwater seeps and surface

I flows, ideal hydrologic conditions for wetland creation were

• established. Although approved in a regulatory climate that

was very suspect of the credibility of wetland creation,

I this resource is now one that is exemplary. Wetland

creation properly conceived and executed does work, and fine

I lake-dredged sediments appear to be an excellent soil source

_ with which to create new resource areas.

• 6. This project brought together two differing construction

• activities under one bid, namely, dredging with its

specialized equipment and trained personnel, and

| conventional earthmoving as was required to form and restore

_ the sediment basin. By electing to place both of these

' responsibilities in one contract, maintenance of the

• containment sites was clearly established. Otherwise, a

delay to the dredge operator due to a problem at the

• containment site, could have resulted in claims and

counterclaims. However, as was evidenced by the lack of

• bidders the two times the contract was advertised, few local

contractors were willing to form a partnership with dredgingI
I 51
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firms or to purchase a dredge. The bidding was conducted at

I a time when the local construction firms had a backlog of

work, in particular in the private sector, and evidently

» were not willing to search out dredging firms with which to

• team up. Gagliarducci Construction purchased their own

dredge for this project and trained their own personnel.

I Although the number of interested contractors were limited,

the option of multiple projects to form the basins, prepare

I them between seasons, dredge multiple seasons, and to

• restore the basins would have been a far more difficult

process. The single contract approach was correct for this

I project, but should be carefully evaluated in future lake

restoration programs.

| 7. During the active dredging program the recreational

_ usages of the lake, in particular the paddle boat

™ concession, were prohibited. Safety concerns were the

• principal reasons, coupled with liability issues. The

dredge was maneuvered along stressed cables, strung only a

| few feet above the water surface. From a distance these

_ cables were virtually invisible to boaters and could have

• led to serious accidents. Closing the lake during

• construction was a wise decision and the public was quite

understanding to the closing even through the paddle boat

I operation is very popular on Porter Lake. It is now a

restored attraction of Forest Park.

I
I

8. The erosion gully restoration design and installation

has resulted in a very stable landscape close to Porter
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Lake. In particular, the role of the underdrain blanket and

I the drop manhole design was emphasized at Area 25. Prior to

this restoration design and independent of this program, an

• attempt was made to repair that gully. Flexible plastic

• storm drain pipe was utilized and the gully backfilled

without an underdrain and without a toe wall. That repair

I did not last one year prior to its unraveling. By the time

this program's effort was conducted, that erosion gully had

| eroded to virtually the same condition as it was prior to

M the repair effort.

9. Although water quality was taken to be an intrinsic

I consideration throughout this project, the improvement

program had little to no direct impact relevant to water

| quality. Tested parameters demonstrated few nominal trend

_ changes and seasonal variations were significant. The

™ removal of the sediments did not result in any significant

• measurable change in the quality of water in the lake.

Instead, a more recreation-based usable lake surface was

I restored. Water quality at Porter Lake is a function of the

much broader issues of watershed land uses and non-point

B sources management. If anything, a lesson learned for any

• lake is that failure to invoke watershed improvements will

result in continuous eutrophication and related problems.

I Moreover, a classic limnological analysis of urban lakes is

both futile and clearly unwarranted. A look at fewer

I
I

parameters, principally turbidity, and total solids or total

suspended solids and some limited nutrient data would have
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sufficed. Watershed issues beyond those noted herein for

I Forest Park, fell well beyond the scope of this effort.

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
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I

I
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Order of Conditions

Contract Nos. 1 and 2
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FormS DEQE File No. 294-123

S&^X . (To be provided by DEQE)
^ «• Springfieldrajj|j^^/7} Commonwealth Citv/Town — * ±

of Massachusetts Appî m Clty of sPrin9field

Springfield Park Dept

Order of Conditions
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act

G.Lc.131,§40

From Springfield Conservation Commission
Lawrence Dowd, Superintendent

To Park Dept. . Same

(Name of Applicant) (Name of property owner)
Forest Park Administration Bldg,

^HrfrpQ^orest Parkr Springfield, MA 01108 Arfrfmc«s Same

This Order is issued and delivered as follows:

ixl byhflnd delivery to applicant or representative on . .. .. :?un6 25, 1985 (date)

D by certified mail, return receipt requested on . , ,. (date)

This project !s located at Forest Park

Thftpmr«rtylS««nrri«rf*,ftlu.R«alRtV«f Deeds< Hampden County

Book Pane

Certificate (if registered)

The Notice of Intent for this prnjert was filed nn Mav 10, 1985 (date)

The Dublic hearing was dosed on May 16' 1985 . (date)

Findings

The Springfield Conservation Commission has reviewed the ahavfl-rateranned Notirj* r*f

Intent andplans and has held a public hearing on the project. Based on the information available to the
commission _

at this fimR, the Commission has determined that

the area on which the proposed work is to be done is significant to the following interests in accordance with
the Presumptions of Significance set forth in the regulations for each Area Subject to Protection Under the
Act (check as appropriate): teee Limited Status Statement).

D Public water supply S Storm damage prevention
D Private water supply £5 Prevention of pollution
S Ground water supply 0 Land containing shellfish

.D Flood control B Fisheries
\
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. Commission
Therefore, the — —, hereby finds that the following conditions are
necessary, in accordance with the Performance Standards set forth in the regulations, to protect those inter-
ests checked above. The Commission __ orders that all work shall be performed
in accordance with said conditions and with the Notice of Intent referenced above. To the extent that the fol-
lowing conditions modify or differ from the plans, specifications or other proposals submitted with the Notice
of Intent, the conditions shall control.

General Conditions -

1. Failure to comply with all conditions stated herein, and with all related statutes and other regulatory meas-
ures, shall be deemed cause to revoke or modify this Order.

2. This Order does not grant any property rights or any exclusive privileges; it does not authorize any injury
to private property or invasion of private rights.

3. This Order does not relieve the permittee or any other person of the necessity of complying with all
other applicable federal, state or local statutes, ordinances, by-laws or regulations.

4. The work authorized hereunder shall be completed within three years from the date of this Order unless
either of the following apply:
(a) the work is a maintenance dredging project as provided for in the Act; or
(b) the time for completion has been extended to a specified date more than three years, but less than

five years, from the date of issuance and both that date and the special circumstances warranting

the extended time period are set forth in this Order.

5. This Order may be extended by the issuing authority for one or more periods of up to three years each
upon application to the issuing authority at least 30 days prior to the expiration date of the Order.

6. Any fill used in connection with this project shall be clean fill, containing no trash, refuse, rubbish or de- ^
bris, including but not limited to lumber, bricks, plaster, wire, lath, paper, cardboard, pipe, tires, ashes, V-
refrigerators, motor vehicles or parts of any of the foregoing.

7. No work shall be undertaken until all administrative appeal periods from this Order have elapsed or, if
such an appeal has been filed, until all proceedings before the Department have been completed.

8. No work shall be undertaken until the Final Order has been recorded in the Registry of Deeds or the Land
Court for the district in which the land is located, within the chain of title of the affected property. In the
case of recorded land, the Final Order shall also be noted in the Registry's Grantor index under the name
of the owner of the land upon which the proposed work is to be done. In the case of registered land, the
Final Order shall also be noted on the Land Court Certificate of Title of the owner of the land upon which
the proposed work is to be done. The recording information shall be submitted to the Commission

on the form at the end of this Order prior to commencement of the work.

9. A sign shall be displayed at the site not less than two square feet or more than three square feet in size
bearing the words, "Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering,
File Number 294^-123 : *.

10. Where the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering is requested to make a determination and
to issue a Superseding Order, the Conservation Commission shall be a party to all agency proceedings
and hearings before the Department.

11. Upon completion of the work described herein, the applicant shall forthwith request in writing that a
Certificate of Compliance be issued stating that the work has been satisfactorily completed.

12. The work shall conform to the following plans and special conditions: . VL *
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Attachment tg^ grder of conditions

Determination of Limited Project Status

The Spfld. Conservation Commission after careful review of this project

and its components and Section 10.57 of the Regulations finds that this project

is consistant with those projects defined under 310 CMR Sec. 10.00 as limited

projects; that the applicant in association with the Commission's Order of

Conditions has shown that the project, where presumptions of significant have

not been overcome/ will not significantly affect the interests of the Act, and

that the applicant has proven that no other feasible alternative exist to this

action.

Therefore, it was voted that the Commission grants limited status to this

proj ect,



I
• Plans: & Documents

™ Title Dated Signed and Stamped by: On File with:
.Notice of Intent .for Implementation

t Porter Lake Restoration P r o j e c t C a r l o s Carranza,CEP
par* May lyab Conservation Coinm.

Supplemental Narrative in _

Kpport of Limited Project
atus . June 1985 Carlos Carranza, CEP

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Special Conditions (Use additional paper if necessary)

13. That prior to. initiation of any/ construction related activities definitive
construction plans- shall Be submitted to Commission for review and approval for all
work, including But not limited to construction access- road development, washout restoration
and etc.
14. That prior to initiation of construction a definitive and comprehensive wetland
restoration plan for the containment basin area Be submitted to Commissio'n for review &
comment. This Wetlands Permit shall be considered inactive until such time as a plan is
submitted and approved and would be reyoled in its entirety should a plan not be sub-
mitted and approved. The restoration plan snail include as its- components existing and
final gra.des;f a comprehensive wetland revegetation plan Concluding species to be used,

etc, a restoration sequencing plan and typical cross-sections-.

15, That as part of above restoration plan all existing organic soils shall be removed
prior to basin construction and stockpiled for future "use as final cover in restored wetland,

16,, That as— Builts be submitted for restored wetland prior to submission by applicant
for a Certificate of Compliance.,
17. That construction sequencing plan for the containment area be submitted and approved
By- Commission prior to initiation of work.,
18, That additional erosion controls? shall Be required as needed by Commission.
19-. That a wetland specialist Be retained to supervise all on—site wetland activities.
Written progress- reports shall Be suBmitted to. Commission on a monthly basis.
2tt, That prior to initiation of each washout restoration access areas are to Be flagged
and all trees to Be removed within 100' of wetland shall be marked. Notice shall Be given
to the Commission one week prior to initiation of work within washouts so that plans
may Be adjusted accordingly when necessary.
21. Tha_t a staBilization plan

hillside adjacent to South. Greeting Rd. (Leave Space Blank)
22, That horticultural and suitability analysis be undertaken on hydrosoils.
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• - Issued By Springfield Conservation Commission

i
i

This Order must be signed by a majority of the Conservation Commission.

| On this 20th day of J^e 1Q 85 before me
personally appeared r-a-rr.1 a -r.aov. j , to me known to be the

I person described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he/she executed
the same as his/her free act and deed.

i Notary Public My commission expires

TTie applicant, the owner, any person aggrieved by this Order, any owner of land abutting the land upon which the proposed work Is to
be done or any ten residents of the city or town In which such land is located are hereby notified of their right to request the Department
of Environmental Quality Engineering to issue a Superseding Order, providing the request is made by certified mail or hand delivery to
the Department within ten days from the date of Issuance of this Order. A copy of the request shall at the same time be sent by certified
maR or hand delivery to the Conservation Commission and the applicant.

c

Detach on dotted line and submit to the Spfld. ppnata-t-xra-Mnn CoTmnJgs'ion prtor to commencement of work.

'Springfield Conservation CommissionT° . ilssuing Authority

Please be advised that the Order of Conditions for the project at

File Number _ has been recorded at the Registry of : and

has been noted in the chain of title of the affected property in accordance with General Condition 8 on , 19

If recorded land, the Instrument number which identifies this transaction Is

If registered land, the document number which identifies this transaction is,

Signature •_• - ._ Applicant
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310 CMR 10.99

F° fm7 DEQEF-ieNo
-*»

(To oe D'ovioec cy DEOE-

fc Commonwealth C,iy T0wr _Sj^ingfieid

I '{ ''- °f Massachusetts
 App(ican< Lawrence Powd

^W —* J=^=^ : 1^= -'- 'P'-it'b'l^i^l^lT'f'TVl^.lPark Department

| '^'

Extension Permit
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act

G.L.c.131,§40

From: SPRINGFIELD CONSERVATION COMMISSION ; Issutng Authori ty
LAVyRENCE DOWD

T PARK DEPARTMENT FOREST PARK, SPRINGFIELD

I (Name) (Address)

I
The Order of Conditions (or Extension Permit) issued on JITNK 1 f 1QSQ .(date)
to j^awrence _poj-?d t Park Department (name) for work at Porter Lake :

(address) is hereby extended lor a period of __2 year(s) from the

• dsle it expires.

This Extension Permit will expire on October 3.9, 1991 (date)

I This document shal! be recorded in accordance wi!h General Condition 8 of the Order ol Conditions

(Leave Space Blank)

7-1
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Issued by Sp. ring f ie ld .Conservation Commission

Sionaturefsi.

hen issued b^? the Conservation Commission this Extension Permit must be signed by a majority of its
members

On this 19th .day of October .19. 89 ., before me
personally appeared Edward D. Friedman, Chairman .. to me known to be the
person described in and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he-she executed
the same as his/her free act and deed.

( •

Notary Public My commision expires

Deiech on dolled line and submit lo the prior tocommencemenl ol work.

To.

Piease be advisee thai :ne Exlension Fermit lo ine Order ot Conditions lor ths projt-ct a'.

File Numbei has been recordec at ihe Registry c!

Issuing Aulhoni.

has been noted in the cham of title of Ihe af fected property in accordance wi|r> General Condition 8 of the original oicer of conditions

. 1 9 It fecoioeC lane trie mslfu^eni number v/ntch identifies ih:s v B^sad'on

.—__ —__- .._ . II recisierec! land. Ihe document number which identifies this transaction is
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OEQE Fife No.
9 Q A - 9 9 A

Commonwealth
of Massachusetts

(To b« provided by OEQEI

City/Town Springfield

Applicant JLark Pep art men t-

City of Spr ingf ie ld

From.

Order of Conditions
Massachusetts Wetlands Protection Act

G.Lc.131,§40

SPRINGFIELD CONSERVATION COMMISSION
LAWRENCE DOWD, SUPERINTENDENT
SPRINGFIELD PARK DEPARTMENT SAME

(Name of Applicant)

FOREST PARK
A<jrirg«« SPRINGFTF.T .D. MA

(Name of property owner)

Address . S A.ME

This Order is issued and delivered as follows:

E by hand deBvery to applicant or representative on 4/11/89

D by certified mail, return receipt requested on

This project is tocated at FOREST PARK

(date)

.(date)

The property is recorded at the Registry nf HAMPDEN COUNTY

Book. .Page.

Certificate (if registered).

The Notice of Intent for this project was filed on M&prnT 9
;—I9S9

The public hearing was closed on MARCH 16 , 1989

(date)

Finding*
COMMISSION . has reviewed the above-referenced Notice of

Intent and plans and has heW a public hearing on the project. Based on the information available to the
COMMISSION .at this time, the COMMISSION has determined that

the area on which the proposed work Is to be done is significant to the foWowing interests in accordance with
the Presumptions of Significance set forth in the regulations for each Area Subject to Protection Under the

Act (check as appropriate):

D Public water supply Jet Flood control 20 Land containing shellfish
D Private water supply fl Storm damage prevention }C3 Fisheries
Ek Ground water supply fl Prevention of pollution ^53 Protection of wildlife habitat

Effective 11/1/87
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Therefore, the rnMMTSSTON ^_ hereby finds that the following conditions are
necessary, in accordance with the Performance Standards set forth in the refutations, to protect those inter-
ests checked above. The . COMMISSION ^^ that^ workghaJ|be performed

in accordance with said conditions and with the Notice of Intent referenced above. To the extent that the fol-
lowing conditions modify or differ from the plans, specifications or other proposals submitted with the Notice
of Intent, the conditions shall control.

General Condition*

1. Failure to comply with afl conditions stated herein, and with all related statutes and other regulatory meas-
ures, shaB be deemed cause to revoke or modify this Order.

2. This Order does not grant any property rights or any exclusive privileges; It does not authorize any injury
to private property or invasion of private rights.

3. This Order does not relieve the permittee or any other person of the necessity of complying with all
other applicable federal, state or local statutes, ordinances, by-laws or regulations.

4. The work authorized hereunder shaS be completed within three years from the date of this Order unless
either of the foBowtng apply:
(a) tne work is a maintenance dredging project as provided for in the Act; or
(b) the time for completion has been extended to a specified date more than three years, but less than

five years, from the date of Issuance and both that date and the special circumstances warranting
the extended time period are set forth in this Order.

5. This Order may be extended by the (ssuiog authority for one or more periods of up to three years each
upon application to the issuing authority at teast 30 days prior to the expiration date of the Order.

6. Any fill used in connection with this project shall be dean fffl. containing no trash, refuse, rubbish or de-
bris, including but not Smited to lumber, bricks, plaster, wire, lath, paper, cardboard, pipe, tires, ashes,
refrigerators, motor vehictes or parts of any of the foregoing.

7. No work shal be undertaken untfl aB administrative appeal periods from this Order have elapsed or, if
such an appeal has been ffled, untfl afl proceedings before the Department have been completed.

8. No work shal be undertaken untfl the Final Order has been recorded in the Registry of Deeds or the Land
Court for the district in which the land is located, within the chain of titie of the affected property. In the
case of recorded land, the Final Order shaS also be noted in the Registry's Grantor Index under the name
of the owner of the land upon which the proposed work to to be done. In the case of registered tend, the
Final Order shal also be noted on the Land Court Certificate of Titie of the owner of the land upon which
the proposed work is to be done. The recording information shafl be submitted to the COMMISSION

on the form at the end of this Order prior to commencement of the work.

9. A sign shafl be displayed at the site not less than two square feet or more than three square feet in size
bearing the words, "Massachusetts Department of Environmental Quality Engineering,
FBe Number 2 9 4 - 2 2 4 -^

10. Where the Department of Environmental Quality Engineering is requested to make a determination and
to issue a Superseding Order, the Conservation Commission shall be a party to aH agency proceedings
and hearings before the Department.

11. Upon completion of the work described herein, the applicant shall forthwith request in writing that a
Certificate of Compliance be issued stating that the work has been satisfactorily completed.

12. The work shaB conform to the following plans and special conditions:
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I Plans: •

Title Dated Signed and Stamped by: On File with:
sHon s i t e s - 1 5 & 1 6
e""l. Supplemental 2/28/89 Harry Jones, P.E. _ Spfld. Conservation Commissi, I
sion sites Area 18 . *"

2 2/28/89 Harry Jones, P.E.B
lbsn Sites Area 19 &
Sheet 3 2/28/89 Harry Jones, P.E.

ft

t

|

1

n sitesAreaA

4 _ 9 9 ft / ft Q

17. That the wetlands specialist retained by the project proponent
shall be approved by the Springfield Conservation Commission
and a signed copy of the contract be filed with the Commission

BSpecial Conditions (Use additional paper if necessary)

13. That prior to initiation of any work, written approval from
the Conservation Commission or its designate shall be issued •
verifying that all pre-construction orders have been sat is- ff

I factorily complied with. These Orders include 7,8,9,13,14,
15,16 and 17. •

_ 14. That prior Co initiation of any work a pre-construction
I conference between the Commission and/or it's staff, and the
™ applicant and/or his/her designate. •

1 15. That the Conservation Commission be notified 48 hours prior
toinitiationofanywork. •

1 16. That a wetlands specialist be retained by the applicant to
oversee the proper implementation of this Order of Conditions. _
The wetlands specialist shall be present during the active •
construction period of the project. This period in eludes all

• excavation, filling and grading. The specialist shall at the
• minimum hold daily inspections of the site. •

I
1 i
• . (Leave Spac* Blank)1 I
1 P
1 i
1 I5-3A p

1 i
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18. That the on-site wetlands specialist shall be extended the
right to stop all construction should the Order of Conditions
be violated at any time, and to order all operations to cease
until such time as the violation is corrected.

19. ..That bi-monthly progress reports be submitted to the Commission -
\̂<̂ f*̂ *̂-!t'"*V-Ci--j,......-Ai1rilJ'i.iiiK*'«J--.-•-. --»-•-•...-•-<•.;.-.-.- . - . . . , . t ' '

t*16 -te wetlans specialist during the entire proj ect devel-
's shall include but̂ Tcî frb'î -lUmited to..' _, , •„ v - ••••'-Ŷ -̂•j-K.̂ *x<&-"*-***J- *-•*" ~ "-.v

.e s t s , wetland p e rmi t violations and project
status,T

20. That two (2) violations of this Order within any period of time
will result in an automatic suspension of this permit and con-
stitute grounds for revocation of this permit at the next regularly
scheduled meeting of the Commission,

21. That all debris, including but not limited to curbs made of
bituminous concrete er concrete, pavement made of bituminous
concrete, bricks or cement concrete and all necessary felled
trees, brush or removed stumps and/or other forms of litter
and debris be satisfactorily excavated, stored and removed
from the activity area in a neat and orderly manner to an
approved disposal site.

22. That any proposed project changes shall be submitted to the
Commission for reveiw and approval 21 days prior to their in-
tended implementation.

23. That erosion controls beyond that specified in the Notice of
Intent and this Order can be authorized by the Commission and
or the on-site wetlands specialist retained by the applicant,
should conditions warrant.

24. That all disturbed areas not covered by an impervious surface
are to be covered with a minimum of 4" to 6" inches of organic
topsoil and seeded with U.S.D.A., S.C.S. approved seed mixture
or equivalent, in accordance with guidelines for Soil and Water
Conservation in Urbanizing Areas of Massachusetts.

25. That the Request for a Certificate of Compliance be accompanied
by written certification from the on-site wetlands specialist
stating and documenting that all items of the Order have been
satisfactorily complied with.

26. That a copy of the Order be present and available at all times at
the project site during project construction. The project foreman
site engineer or person-in-charge shall be responsible for the
presence of the Order.

27. This Order shall apply to all successors or assigns in interest
or control of the subject property.
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Issued 0y S P R T W ^ F T K T . n

T^^ /̂M^^u^ f̂ .x ĵfc^
WjJ/^ \/^tfL/i. f'dfa&sS.

(^\*>^T. /$$< ^/

Thls^Order must be signed by a maJQrjty of the Conservation Commission.

On this T n t v, day of March 19

personalty appftATAd Christopher Collins, Chairman. .

Conservatfon Commission

^C^-*^-
^A^/^r

8 9 . hflf OTA mA

, to me known to be the

person described In and who executed the foregoing instrument and acknowledged that he/she executed
the same as Ms/her free act and deed.

.̂ L,̂ /? *£^ ,/frM s./* «„
Notary Public My commission expires

•

The applicant, the owner, any person aggrieved by this Order, any owner of land abutting the land upon which the proposed wort Is to

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

be done or any ton residents of the city or town in which such land Is tocated are hereby notice* the* right to request the Department
of Environmental OuaKy Engineering to Issue a Supersedlnfl Order, provkSng the request is made by cerWWmai or nanddefiwry to
the Department within ten days from the date of Issuance of this Order. A copy of the request shal at the same time be sent by certified
ma* or hand defivery to the Conservttton Commission and the appttcant

Detach on dotted Hne and submit to the

To

P^^b-^^^^/v^^r^^w^p^,^,

Fie Number hfn f^tfl nH-f-frfftd al thfl Rpc^try pf .

has been noted in the chain of tifle of the affected property In accordance with General Condltkyi

H recorded land, n» in«Itn/mftn( *vjintow wh«ch Mflntî i tt"U tfanwrfto" '<*. . ,

Siqnature

5-4A

pdor to commencement of work.

.^^^.Hv^V

»rf

iflflfl Ifl

Applir-ant

I
I
I
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I
I
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I
I
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PORTER LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT
WATER QUALITY ANALYSES - 5/89 TO 6/92

TEMPERATURE (C)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mg/i)

STATION PL-I PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

PH

STATION

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

13.1
8.0
9.7

14.8
6.0
9.6

PL-1

7.9
6.0
7.0

8.5
6.3
7.1

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

345
177
254

320
170
249

TOTAL ALKALINITY (mg/l as CaCO3)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

TURBIDITY (NTU)

STATION

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

50
20
38

PL-1

17.7
3.2
6.2

52
16
39

PL-2S

16.5
1.9
7.2

PL-2B

9.7
0.0
3.5

PL-2S PL-2B

7.8
6.1
6.9

SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE (umhos/cm)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

344
161
254

PL-2B

PL-2B

24.2
2.8
9.9

PL-3

PL-3

13.1
6.2
8.5

PL-3

7.9
6.5
7.1

PL-3

305
167
258

PL-3

PL-3

18.2
1.7
7.8

PL-4
mmmmmsmmmsmmmmiimmxm!

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

MSSSMSŜ Ŝ SSSSS

20.5
0.1
13.3

msmsMmmmum

25.5
1.1

15.0

rnismrnaemmafemmmi

21.5
3.6
12.8

tmrnmmsmmmmm

27.0
1.1

16.4

mmammfimtii

24.0
0.5
14.4

PL-4

13.1
5.6
9.4

PL-4

7.7
6.5
7.0

PL-4

370
162
235

PL-4

PL-4

76.0
5.7

21.2
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PORTER LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT
WATER QUALITY ANALYSES - 5/89 TO 6/92

TOTAL SOLIDS (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

254
122
170

195
120
162

SECCHI DISK TRANSPARENCY (m)

STATION PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

2.2
0.7
1.3

CHLORIDES (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

31
17
25

29
19
26

TOTAL IRON (mg/l)

STATION PL-1

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

0.71
0.38
0.56

0.67
0.41
0.52

TOTAL HARDNESS (mg/l)

STATION PL-1

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

56
34
47

60
28
51

29
18
25

PL-2S PL-2B

0.77
0.47
0.61

PL-2S PL-2B

64
20
52

FECAL COLIFORM (#/100 ml)

STATION ^ PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

MAXIMUM 10000 420 580
MINIMUM 40 2 8
MEAN 1134 96 178

PL-3

235 293
129 131
168 171

PL-3

•30
18
26

PL-3

•I0.67
0.47
0.55

PL-3

•64
28
50

PL-3
ffiffiffiijfj

^f^640
4

111

PL-4

274
119
165

PL-4

33
22
28

PL-4
HUjgag

0.82
0.37
0.66

PL-4
3BflBlB^BKamm
52
36
48

PL-4
SSSSttttOMnBBBSBligjftrJTtTr8

3460
40
514
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PORTER LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT
WATER QUALITY ANALYSES - 5/89 TO 6/92

CHLOROPHYLL a (mg/m3)

STATION

I.1"" -^r sil^
MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

n ./L-2£

34.8
1.4

16.2

ORTHO-PHOSPHORUS (mg/l)

STATION

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

PL-1

0.19
0.01
0.09

PL-2S PL-2B PL-3

0.13
0.01
0.05

0.10
0.01
0.04

TOTAL PHOSPHORUS (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

0.27
0.01
0.13

0.15
0.02
0.09

PL-2B
jnjiMRiffBSSI

IlliHiSisiS

0.16
0.02
0.09

AMMONIA NITROGEN (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

0.3S
0.01
0.09

0.15
0.01
0.05

PL-2B

0.36
0.01
0.08

NITRATE NITROGEN (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN (mg/l)

STATION PL-1 PL-2S

MAXIMUM
MINIMUM
MEAN

PL-2B

0.23
0.01
0.05

PL-3
fUmBi
0.42
0.01
0.10

PL-3
fWsS^SSS'j

.KiJs-SiWs

0.32
0.01
0.09

PL-3

PL-3

PL-4
pBipigg

0.45
0.02
0.10

PL-4in
1.57
0.02
0.18

PL-4

M
3.60
0.03
0.31

PL-4
JmjjjlMaBBlpB'ggB*&%tZX£!&f&&ist!ffim

7.30
0.51
1.17

4.50
0.08
0.78

5.00
0.31
0.82

3.30
0.30
0.80

4.40
0.21
0.73

PL-4

1.80
0.15
0.73

1.60
0.26
0.80

1.72
0.31
0.80

2.90
0.20
0.81

9.30
0.40
1.39



I
PORTER LAKE RESTORATION PROJECT

| WATER QUALITY ANALYSES - 5/89 TO 6/92

• INORGANIC NITROGEN (mg/l)

^^S^^ -̂,̂ ^^^ -̂̂ .̂ !̂ ^ -̂̂ ^^ -̂ £b^L^ -̂£ki
I MAXIMUM 7.35 4.61 5.14 3.60 4.65~

MINIMUM 0.55 0.09 0.32 0.31 0.33
MEAN 1.26 0.83 0.90 0.88 1.03

TOTAL NITROGEN (mg/l)

I STATION PL-1 PL-2S PL-2B PL-3 PL-4

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
l
l
l
l

( MAXIMUM 8.85 5.85 6. 1 5 6.20 1 0.23
MINIMUM 0.92 0.80 0.88 0.81 0.61
MEAN 1 .90 1 .58 1 .62 1 .61 2.09



PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
TOTAL KJELDAHL NITROGEN (mg/l)

0.4

0.2
5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92

TIME (months)

PL-1 -+- PL-2S | FIGURE 19



PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
ORGANIC NITROGEN (mg/l)

o
5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92

TIME (months)

PL-1 PL-2S -«- PL-2B FIGURE 20
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PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
AMMONIA NITROGEN (mg/l)

0.1

0
5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92

TIME (months)

PL-1 PL-2S — PL-2B FIGURE 21



PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
NITRATE NITROGEN (mg/l)

5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92
TIME (months)

PL-1 PL-2S FIGURE 22



PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
INORGANIC NITROGEN (mg/l)

o

5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92
TIME (months)

PL-1 PL-2S -»- PL-2B FIGURE 23
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PORTER LAKE WATER QUALITY ANALYSIS
DISSOLVED OXYGEN (mg/l)

5/89 8/89 11/89 2/90 5/90 8/90 11/90 2/91 5/91 8/91 11/91 2/92 5/92
TIME (months)

SURFACE (PL-2S) -*- BOTTOM (PL- 2B) FIGURE 11
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1 CLARENCE WELTI ASSOC., INC.

P.O.BOX 387
GCASrONBUHV. CONN. 06033r

i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i

i

1 .

80

Llh
OF
GR

A

2,0

?fi s

I I. CC
2. CO

RING NO. B~l

JF K. STA
F5FT

Fl FV_

"BORING LOG'

801

CUCNT BAYSTATE ENVIRONMENTAL

?iwr. wn B~2

1 INF A. STA
OFI

GR.

BLOWS
STRATUM DESCRIPTION PER fi" B A

gr/br, silt, some very
fine sand w/ email
clay layers

**br . fine-crs . sand ,
some fine-crs. gravel
tr. silt, some asphalt

BOTTOM OF BORING 26.

DATE: 5/17/84
DRILLER: FAULKNER

8-9-10

8-9-10

5-10-12

4-10-8

3 5 7

fill

5'

1 A strata depth
1 B

a.u

91 S

=SPT

Fl FV

BLOWS
STRATUM DESCRIPTION PEP ft" B

br. fine-crs. sand.
fine-crs . gravel ,
cobbles .wood,
asphalt, fill

r c < 1 f _

very fine sand.

BOTTOM OF BORING 21.!
NO WATER @ 0 hrs.

DATE: 5/17/84
DRILLER: FAl/LKNER

0-5-7

2-5-7

4-5-6

Trio Printers « i IJ7

3. HAMMER - 1XO/; FALL 30'
O H fDI IT CtV~lOKI

AND - 40 to 50%
SOME - 10 to 40%
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1 CLARENCE WELTI ASSOC..INC.

P.O.BOX 397
GLASTONBURY. CONN. 06033

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
I
•

1

BO

Liu
OF
GR

A

4.5

l f i _ S

• •

I I. CC
2. CC

?iwf; wn

F A. STA
FSFT---

Ft f-V.

"BORING LOG'
Forest Park, MA.

PROJ. __ .,.

CLIENT BAYSTATE ENVIRONMENTAL

ROBING Mn B~4
1 IMF A STA
OFFSFT

BLOWS
STRATUM DESCRIPTION PER_6!!_

br . t ine-cr s . sand t

red silt. asphalt.
fill

gr/br. silt .some
very fine sand
with clay layers -•

BOTTOM OF BORING 16.
NO WATER @ 0 hrs.

DATE: 5/17/84
DRILLER: FAULKNER

4-6-8

5-7-7

4-6-6

51

. strata depth

H B

OR.

B A

1 5

1 fi *i

Fl FV

STRATUM DESCRIPTION

gr/br. silt , some very
fine sand & clay

BOTTOM OF BORING 16.5
NO WATER & 0 hrs.

e A*T»I?. C / 1 T / Q A

DRILLER: FAULKNER

BLOWS
OP O £ ** or L^W\. .. n Q

8-10-9

6-6-6

6-6-8

Trto Pflotftfs « 1127

SOME - 10 to -40%
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I CLARENCE WELTI ASSOC..INC.
^ P.O.BOX 397

GLASTON8URY. CONN. 06O33r
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
i
•

BOI

LIN
OFI
GR

A

5.0

10. 0

21,0

31. j

I f. CC
2. CC

?INfi NO B

F A. STA
"XFT

Fl FV.

"BOR ING LOG"
PRO;. Foreat Par^ "A-

CUCNT BAYSTATE ENVIRONMENTAL

BORING NO _

LINE i
OFFSH-

5TA

r
GR Fl FV,.

BLOWS
STRATUM DESCRIPTION PER_fi^ B A STRATUM DESCRIPTION

br . fine-era . sand ,
some fine— era . grave
tr. silt, asphalt, f 11

gr/br.sllt, with
very f ine sand &
clay layers

, ., -,

sand

gr/br.silt, some
very fine sand &
clay layers

BOTTOM OF BORING 31.
NO WATER @ 0 hra.

DATE: 5/17/84
DRTIJ.ER: FAULKNER

f;-«-R

10-12-14

-10-12

8-11-il

3-5-6

5-6-6

5 '

)( A strata depth

)l B

BLOWS
PFR B

Tflo Prlntam * 1127

3. H>kMM£R - t4Q/; FAIL 30'
n rni rr

AND - 4Q to 50%

SOME - 10 to 40%



PORTER LAKE

LAKE BOTTOM MATERIAL COLUMN TEST - SETTLEMENT VERSUS TIME

H/Ho

0.2

CLAY (BFr2.0)

tu.ii.riii
ORG. SILT (BF=1.6)

: : 1SAND (BFal .O)

TIME (HOURS)
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EP TOXICITY RESULTS

ARNOLD G R E E N E TESTING LABORATORIES



Arnold Greene
Testing Laboratories

Incorporated
East Nfiticft Industrial Park
6 Huron Dr|v« . Natick. MA 01760
(6171 235-7330, 653-5350
Talox 948459 OfleENCLAG A/TIK

' * l-v.illt;Ui.>i- * /\,.,ilv::,

" Oevitk)|)Mii:nl

Branch Laboratories:
Springfield. Mass. 01104
(4131 734 6548

AuliufM. Mass. 01501
(G17) 832 5500

1
1
ATTN1
I

1

BAYSTATE ENVIBOMENTAL
CONSULTANTS INC.
39 MAPLE STREET

E. LONGMEADOW, MA 01028

.

SAMPLE ID: 6 SOIL SAMPLES

DATE: 10/26/84 MATERIAL: SOIL

JOB NO. 52204-1 BOOK NO: 49-16,33,36,37

LAB NO. 1433 SPECIFICATIONS:

ORDER NO. NONE NONE

DATE REC'D: 7/31/84

PURPOSE: To determine the quantity of chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides

and herbicides present in the

PROCEDURE: Pesticides: 800 ml

soil samples submitted for analysis.

of sample was placed in a separatory funnel and extracted

three times with methylene chloride. The combined extracts were dried over sodium

sulfate, reduced in volume, exchanged to hexane and concentrated to a final volume of Toil.

I

I

The concentrate was analyzed by GC/ECD, and the resulting chromatograms were compared to

chroma to grams of laboratory pesticide standards.

Herbicides: 800ml

pH <2 with sulfurlc acid. The

of sample was placed in a separatory funnel and adjusted to

sample was then extracted three times with methylene

chloride. The combined extracts were dried over sodium sulfate, reduced in volume,

I

1

I•

1

exchanged to hexane, and concentrated to a final volume of 1ml. The concentrate was

subjected to esterif ication using boron trifluoride in benzene, and analyzed by GC/ECD.

The resulting chromatograms were compared to chromatograms of laboratory herbicide

standards.

RESULTS: Pesticides

P-1 P~2A

End r in ND ND

Dieldren ND ND

CHLordane ND ND

Toxaphene ND ND

P-2B P-3 P-4 P-5

ND ND ND WD

ND ND ND ND

ND ND ND ND

ND ND ND ND

UNLESS snpoiArro IN wwrtNGflv YOU. ALL SAMPLES WILL ec werAWCO roa jooArs AKO mrNO«sro;:*o of.
THIS MfPOHI IS ntNOCftED UPON TMr CONDITION THAT IT IS NOT TO flC HEPflODUCFD WHOLLY OK IN PART TOH ADVt«TJSINQ AND / OR OI'it«

'•>JHI'<lSi;s Ovm OUR StGNITitHf; OH IN CONNfCHON WITH OU« NAMt WIIHOHI O*i» GCICiAi 1-l.flMiGri.O'J 'N
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ureeno
Testing Laboratories
Incorporated
East IMatick Industrial Park
6 Huron Oriv« • Netick, MA 01760
(617) 235-7330, 653-59SO
To<cx 946459 GREENELAB NTIK

Branch Laliomlorios:
SpfiiM|f«:rcl. Mass OU04

'»1 6!»48

Anlmiii. Mass. 01501
<f,17l 832 5SOO

1 RESULTS: Herbicides

1
2.4-d ND

1 2,4,5-TP (silvex) ND

P-2A

ND

ND

P-2B

ND

ND

P-3 P-<*

ND ND

ND ND

P-5

ND

ND

COMMENT: Detection limits are as follows:

Endrin: <0.0001 mg/1

Dieldren: <0.0001 mg/1

Chlordane: <0.0003 mg/1

Toxaphene: <0.0002 mg/1

2,4-D: <0.002 mg/1

2,4,5-TP (Silvex) <0.002 mg/1

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS
26th DAY OF OCTOBER 1984

ARNOLD GREENE TESTING LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF CONAM INSPECTION

James J. Baril/ Manager

UNLESS STIPULAItO IH WHiTING Or VOU. *<-L SAMfitS WIU tit RCr*iiN£(> (OH W OAVS AMD IHtN OlSI'OSI.n O^.

TH(S ntt'O'T IS fttNOCRED U""ON THf CONDITION THAT ll IS NOT TO «C HfPMOOUCtO WHOl.1» O« IN TART CO« AUVCRTISING AND .-O« OHU
r-uni'fiii <> ovrn OUH SinrjATimr OH IN CO'JMtC'iON WITH dun NAMI Wiinoui nun SfiCiAi ciiMisSiOfj IN wwiiUJf".



Arnold Greene
Testing Laboratories
Incorporated
East Natick Industrial Park
6 Huron Drive - Natick. MA 01760
(617) 235-7330. 653-5950
Tolex 948459 GREENELAB NTIK

Branch Laboratories;
Sp«i"j(ickl, Mas;;. 0(101
(413)'7;i4 G548

Aulium. Mass. Olf-Ul
(G17I 832 br.()(l

V: Baystate Environmental Date 10/2/84
* Consultants,, Inc.

39 Maple Street Job No. 52204-1

| E. Longmeadow, MA 01028 Lab No. 1433

4|tn:

Sample ID:

1
Silver

• Ars en ic

Barium

B Cadmium

• Chromium

Lead

1 Selenium

Mercury

• Copper

• Phosphate*

% Total Vo]

I
I
I
I
i

Order No. None

6 Hydrosoil samples - Porter Lake

P-l
EP Toxicity EP

(mg/1)

<0.02

<0.005

<0.25

<0.02

<0.02

<0.10

<0.005

0.0006

<0.02

Material: Soils

Book No. 94-35 GC

Specifications: None

Date received: 7/31/84

P2a Bulk P-2b Bulk
Toxicity Analysis EP Toxicity Analysi

(mg/1) (mg/kg) (mg/1) (rag/kg)

<0.02 15 <0.02 < 5 - l

<0.005 <1.2 <0.005 <1.3

<0.25 619 <0.25 643

<0.02 7 .4 . <0.02 7-7

<0.02 136 <0.02 149

<0.10 904 <0.10 618

<0.005 5.0 <0.005 < l - 3

<0.0005 <0.068 . <0.0005 0.095

<0.02 92 <0.02 89

Total (EP Toxicity) 0.015 0.045 121 0.01 <13

la f 1 1 P Sr»l i He; _ R ^ *7 1 1« • -'-' -* i . t _>

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND THIS
2nd DAY OF OCTOBER 1984

ARNOLD GREENE TESTING LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF CONAM

r\ ft O^V^ / r\HSOA~X VOJVALO^/. / u^

INSPECTION

\ \ r

Jameg J. Barll, Manager

UNLtSS STIPULATED IN WRITING BY YOU. AIX SAMPLES WILL flt Htf AINfrO fOd 30 DAYS ANO THEN OlSPOStO Of,

THIS HfPOUT IS RfNOCRCD UrON TH£ CONDiriON THAT II IS NOT TO Bf. flEF-RODUCEO WHOLLY OR IN P«,«T FQn AOvtHTISING ANO ' OH OI'HH
oven o'Jfl sifiNATDHt Ok IN CONNECTION WIIM OUR «*Mr WIIMOUI ou« srtciAi n.HMiSSiciN IN WHITING
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ĵ . Arnold ureen<: j;̂ ;; .,;;;; 1", ,...;....;.';;.';", '\. ;,̂ '"
^s î̂  Testing Laboratories H.̂ .̂ I, - u îoprnfmi _.;
•̂ H^ XJ*^®*((»*WfSW^ DIVISION OF CONAM INSPECTION

•WDHr East Natick Industrial Park
*1r 6 Huron Drive • Natick, MA 01760 Branch Laboratori«s:

(617) 235-7330. 6S3-S950 Sprinqfktld. Maxs. 01 104 Aulwrn. M.-ISS. 01S01
Tele* 9484S9 GREENELAB NTlK (413i 734 6h18 (G171 832 5500

o: Bayatate Environmental
Consultants, Inc.
39 Maple Street

E. Longmeadow, MA 01028

ttn:

Date 10/2/84

Job No. 5220H-1

Lab No. 1M33

Order No. None

Sample ID: 6 Hydrosoil samples - Porter Lake

EP

Silver

Arsenic

Barium

Cadmium

Chromium

Lead

Selenium

Mercury

Copper

Phosphate, Total
EP Toxic ity

* Total Volatile Solids

P-3 P-M

Material: Soils

Book No - 9*1-35 GC '

Specifications: None

Date received: 7/31/8H

P-5
Toxlcity EP Toxicity EP Toxiclty

(mg/1) Cmg/1)

<0.02 <0.02

<0.005 <0.005

<0.25 <0.25

<0.02 <0.02

<0.02 <0.02

<0.10 <0.10

<0.005 <0.005

0.0012 <0.0005

<0.02 . <0.02

<0.010 <0.010

(mg/1)

<0.02

<0.005

<0.25

<0.02

<0.02

<0.10

<0.005

<0.0005

<0.02

<0.010

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I HAVE HEREUNTO SET MY HAND

Bulk
Analysis
(mg/kg)

<3-6

<0.89

532

7.1

71

620

<0.89

<0.017

27

1810

6.92

THIS
2nd DAY OF OCTOBER 198M

ARNOLD GREENE TESTING
DIVISION OF CONAM

ft \ 0 fr " / I\
U^AAA, [Q^J^^ | LKM

Jflrrifir] .1 R i n < i
UNLESS STIPULATED IN WRITING H» YOU. ATTSA trtrtYS" WlttSA A&f*lt

LABORATORIES
INSPECTION

U ^v*Jq/\

^tO^^ifftWvS AND THEN OlSWlSEO Ol

THIS HCCOHT IS RCNOCRCO UPON THE CONDITION THAT IT IS NOT TO Rt flfPflODUCtO WHOU.Y OR IN PART POH ADVtMlSINC. ANO/OH OTHfM

i.. manrcr "". if on" nri, * r, ,,,r .-.„ ... fm.i.i T tUltl WJIT M (11 in UA.«I uMrTmillT OUR SfCCIAL f*C«MISSIOW IN V-tKtIIHC.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

424 TRAPELO ROAD

WALTHAM. MASSACHUSETTS 02254-9149

REPL' TO
ATTENTION Of

CSHED-QD-E-25-83-2567

Mr- Larry Dowd
City of Springfield, Park Department
Forest Park Administration Building
Springfield, Massachusetts 01108

Dear Mr. Dowd:

We have received your application for and correspondence
regarding a Department of the Army permit to place a total of
49^,715 square feet of fill in waters and wetlands for a
flocculation embankment and basin, containment embankment and
area, storm drainage outlet, storm drainage pipe re-routing, and
gully restoration under the Porter Lake Watershed Restoration
Program, in Springfield, Massachusetts.

That work is permit-ted, subject to the attached conditions,
under Title 33 Code of Federal Regulations, Part 330.5(a)(26),
Nationwide Permits, as published in the November 13, 1986 Federal
Register, and does not require further processing.

This authorisation is made in accordance with the plans
(attached hereto) entitled, "Implementation Plan and Erosion
Gully Restoration. Porter Lake, Springfield, Massachusetts,
Summary: Water and Wetland Fill Activities" dated "October 25,
1988"; "Porter Lake Supplemental Erosion Sites" in three sheets
dated "August 31, 1S88"; other attached plans labelled figures 3,
4, 5, and 6; and "Table 1: Summary of water and Wetland Fill
Activities, Forest. Park, Springfield, MA" and is subject to the
attached conditions.

This verification that the work is permitted by a Nationwide
permit is valid only for a period of two (2) years from the date
of this letter. If work is not commenced or under contract by
that date you must request a new verification to determine
whether this Nationwide permit has been modified, suspended or
revoked.
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Note that these conditions require the use of other practical
'alternatives to a%roid or minimise the discharge of dredged or
fill material into waters and wetlands of the United States.

Before you begin work, you are required to obtain any
necessary State and/or local permits, and other necessary Federal
permits.

Should you have any questions concerning this matter, please
contact Ms. Joan Drake at (617) G47-8492.

Sincerely,

STANLEY J. MURPHY
Lt. Colonel, Corps of Engineers
Deputy Commander

Enclosures

Copies Furnished:

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Wetlands Section
JFK Federal Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02203

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
22 Bridge Street
Ralph Pill Marketplace, 4th Floor
Concord, New Hampshire

Mr. Carlos Carranza
Baystate Environmental Consultants
396 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028
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APPENOU :

REGIONAL CCNOtrEONS ON NATIONWIDE PERMITS IN MASSACHUSETTS

Nationwide permits 3, U, L4, L5, 19, 19, 23, and 26 may be used in
Massachusetts for projects of the Massachusetts Department of Public worts
IMDPW) only* but shall not be valid until MOPW has complied with_.the follswi.-.s
regiona.1 conditions:

1. The MOPW will Mil 4 copy of the joint local/federal Notice of
Intent or another appropriate notice, and addition*! information as required,
to the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management (MC2M) Office and the Division of
water Pollution Control (OWPC) for each project within the coastal zone of
Massachusetts, and to the OWPC for every other project, for their respective
federal consistency and water quality certificate reviews as appropriate ta
their geographic and subject natter jurisdiction.

2. The MOPW will comply with, and the nationwide permit will
incorporate by reference any Water Quality Certification Conditions placed on
it by the OWPC.

3. The nationwide permit will not be valid for projects subject to
state environmental impact review until such review is concluded.

4. The Division Engineer of the New England Division of the US Army
Corps of engineers will require an individual permit for a specific project
upon request by the OEQE or the NCZM office.

5. The MCZM consistency agreement and the OW9C 401 Water Quality
Certification of Nationwide Permits at 33 CFR 330.5 fa>- (3), (13), (14), il3),
(13), (19), (23), and (26) shall be reviewed during the course of the year
following its, issuance and shall remain in force, be modified,, or.be terminate
at the end of said year upon recommendation of the Executive Office of
Environmental Affairs and Division of water Pollution Control.

Pursuant to conditions 1, 2> and 4, the Division reserves the right to
impose additional conditions on individual projects, by issuing Revised water
Quality Certification for such projects where warranted by our review. Such
action by the Division may include requiring that an individual permit, with
full federal agency review, be processed by the Corps of Engineers, and/or
project-specific conditions governing the work itself.

This Certification is limited to projects proposed by the Massachusetts
Department of Public Works pursuant to nationwide permits 3, 13, 14, 15, 13,
19, 23, and 24. These permits are not available for use by any other
applicant, the Division has previously denied Certification for nationwide
permits 2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 12. 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21, 23, 24, and 26.
Except as explicitly modified in this Certification, that denial remains in
effect.

1 of 1 MA
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NATIONWIDE PERMIT CONDITIONS

(Applicable co all scaces)

330.5 ibt Conditions. The following special conditions must be followed in
order for the nationwide permits identified to be valid:

(1) That any discharge of dredged or fill material will not occur in
the proximity of a public water supply intake.

(2) That any discharge of dredged or fill material will not occur in
areas of concentrated shellfish production unless the discharge is directly
related to a shellfish harvesting activity authorized by paragraph (a) (4) of
this section.

(3) That the activity will not jeopardize a threatened or endangered
species as identified under the Endangered Species Act (ESA), or destroy or
adversely modify the critical habitat of such species* In the case of
federal agencies, it is the agencies' responsibility to comply with the
requirements of the ESA. if the activity may adversely affect any listed
species or critical habitat, the district engineer must initiate Section 7
consultation in accordance with the SSA* In such cases, the district
•ngineer may: (i) initiate Section 7 consultation and then, upon completion,
authorize the activity under the nationwide permit by adding, if appropriate/
activity specific conditions, or '(ii) prior to or concurrent with Section 7
consultation he may recommend discretionary authority (See Section 330.3) or
use modification, suspension, or revocation procedures (See 33 CfH 325.7).

(4) That tne activity shall not significantly disrupt the movement of
those species of aquatic life indigenous to the waterbody (unless the primary
purpose of the fill is to impound water);

That any discharge of dredged or fill material shall consist of
suitable material free from toxic pollutants (see Section 307 of Clean
Water Act) In toxic amounts;

(6) That any structure or fill authorized shall b% properly maintained.

(7) That the activity will not occur in a component of the National
Wild and Scenic River System; nor in a river of ficially designated by
Congress as a "study river" for possible inclusion In the system, while the
river is In an official study status;

(f) That the activity shall not cause an unacceptable Interference with
navigation;

1 of 3 All Stacta
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?) That, ii tne activity may adversely affect nistorLc pc
i.ne National Parfc Service has listed on, or determined eligible fcr
on, tne National Register of Historic Places, the .permittee will

notify tne district engineer. If the district engineer determines that S.--.-T
-.is tone properties may be adversely affected, he will provide t*N.e Advisory
Council on Historic Preservation an opportunity to comment on the effects or.
sucn historic properties or he will consider modification, suspens'.on, or
revocation in accordance with 33 CFR 325.7. Furthermore, that, if the
permittee before or during prosecution of the work authorized, encounters a
historic property that has not been listed or determined eligible for listing
on the national Register, but which may be eligible for listing in the
national Register, he shall immediately notify the district engineer;

(10) that the construction or operation of the activity will not impair
reserved tribal rights, including, but not limited to, reserved water rights
and treaty fishing and hunting rights;

(11) That in certain states, an individual state water quality
certification must be obtained or waived (See Section 330.9»;

(12) That la certain states* an individual state coastal zone mangenent
consistency concurrence must be obtained or waived (See Section 330.10) r

(13) That the activity will comply with regional conditions which may
have been added by the division engineer (See Section 330.8(a)); and

(14) That the management practices listed in Section 330.6 of this part
shall be followed to the maximum- extent practicable.

(c) Further information. (1) District engineers-are authorized to
determine if an activity complies with the terms) and conditions of a
nationwide permit unless that decision must be made by the division engineer
in accordance with Section 330.7.

(2) nationwide permits do not obviate the need to obtain other Federal,
state or local authorisations required by law.

(3) nationwide permits do not grant any property rights or exclusive
privileges. .

(4) Satlottwlde permits do not authorize any injury to the property - or
rights of others.

(5) nationwide permits do not authorize interference with any existing
or proposed Federal project.

(d) Modification, Suspension or Revocation of Batloowido Permits. The
Chief of Engineers may modify, suspend, or revoke nationwide permits in
accordance with the relevant procedures of 33 cm 335.7. Such authority
include*, bat 1* not limited tot adding individual, regional, or nationwide
conditions]} revoking authorization for a category of activities or a category
of waters by. requiring individual or regional permitsi or revoking an
authorization on a came by ease basis. This authority is not limited to
cooceras for the aquatic environment as is the discretionary authority in
Section 330.S.

All Scic««
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j3 0.o Management practice*.

ta/ In addition to the conditions specified in Sections 330.5 ac" t.-.is
Pact, tne following management practices shall be followed, to tn« .Haxi.Tiu.u
extent practicable, in order to minimize the adverse effects of these
Discharges on the aquatic environment. Failure to comply with these
practices may be cause for the district engineer to recommend, or the
division engineer to take, discretionary authority to regulate the activity
on an individual or regional basis pursuant to Section 33Q.8 of this Part.

(1) Discharges of dredged or fill material into waters of the United
States shall be avoided or minimised through the use of other practical
alternatives.

(2) Discharges in spawning areas during spawning seasons shall be
avoided.

(3) Discharges shall not restrict or impede the movement of aquatic
species indigenous to the waters or the passage of normal or expected high
flows or cause the relocation of the water (unless the primary purpose of
the fill is to impound water*).

M) If tfie discharge creates an impoundment of water, adverse impacts
on the aquatic system caused by the accelerated passage of water and/or the
restriction.of its) flow shall be minimized.

(1) Discharge in wetlands areas shall be avoided.

(6) Heavy equipment working in wetlands shall be placed on mats.

(7) Discharges) into breeding areas for migratory waterfowl shall be
avoided.

(8) All temporary fills shall be removed in their entirety.

3 of 3 All Scaee*



TABLE

Summary of Water & Wetland FillJVctivities
Forest Park, Springfield, MA

* Fill
Beneath

Area O.H.W(CY)

1 3

Composition

1/2--2" Oia.
crushed stone
(M 2.01.1)

Fill in
Wetlands(CY) Composition

25 Filter Fabric
Miraf, 140 N or
equivalent.

Area of
Fill in
Wetland Watershed
Area(SF) (Sq. Mi.)

430 0.01

FEIR, &
NOI
Cross
Reference

NOI-Exhibit 1
Attached - Figure 5

1A

IB

1C

2A

2B

2C

Totals

11

65

20

30

10

139

l/2"~2" Dia.
crushed stone
(M2.01.1)

80

15

Special borrow
(Ml.02.0)

1,000

Dredge materials 3,000

Special borrow 90
(Ml.02.0)

Dredge materials **10,000

14,210

dumped rip-rap
& clean fill
(M2.02.2)

Dumped rip-rap 2,250
(M2.02.2)

Filter Fabric 395
Miraf 140 N or
equivalent,
dumped rip-rap,
clean fill and
(M2.02.2)
6" topsoil

Ordinary borrow 440
(Ml.01.1)

Dredge materials 6,100

Ordinary borrow 3,900
(Ml.01.0)

0.01

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.1

0.1

Dredge materials 36,200 0.1

49,715
(1.14 Ac)

NOI-Exhibit 1
Attached - Figure 5

NOI-Exhibit 2
Attached - Figure 6

NOI-Exhibit 3
Attached - Figure 7

FEIR-Fig. 4, 11

FEIR-Fig. 4, 11

FEIR-Fig. 4, 11

FEIR-Fig. 4, 11

d.267

* Ordinary High Water (O.H.W) as - defined in 33 CPR Part 323(f)
** Temporary fill to be regraded to restored wetland upon project completion.
All fill in conformance with MDPW std. spec, for Hwhs. & Bridges
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
NEW ENGLAND DIVISION. CORPS OF ENGINEERS

424 TRAPELO ROAD

WALTHAM. MASSACHUSETTS 02254-9149

REPLV IO
ATTENTION OF

May 1, 1989

Regulatory Branch
CENED-OD-R-25-89-780

Ms. Rita Coppola
City of Springfield Parks Department
Administration Building Forest Park
Springfield, Massachusetts

Dear Ms. Coppola:

We have received your correspondence regarding a Department
of the Army permit to fill approximately 5400 square feet of an
intermittent stream identified as Area A with 48 cubic yards of
clean compacted gravel below the ordinary high water mark, and to
fill 160 square feet of wetlands identified as Area 18 with clean
granular fill, for the purpose of gully stabilization and
restoration of Porter Lake within Forest Park, Springfield,
Massachusetts.

That work, as shown on your plan(s) entitled "Porter Lake
Restoration", exhibits 2 and 4, dated "2/28/89" and "3-8-89"
respectively, may be permitted under our Nationwide permit found
at Title 33 Code of Federal Regulations Part 330.5(a)(26)
published in the November 13, 1986 Federal Register provided that
the work is done in accordance with all of the attached
conditions. However, the State of Massachusetts has denied the
certification(s) for this permit; hence, we have procedurally
denied the permit. Therefore, before you can start construction
you must obtain and submit to this office a copy of a water
quality certification. (See name and address of the certifying
agency listed below.)

Once we receive a copy of the certification(s) required above
you may proceed without further action by this office unless
otherwise notified that the Division Engineer has taken his
discretionary authority that the proposed activity requires an
individual permit. Any conditions placed on the water quality
certification are added as conditions of this permit. (

Failure to obtain the required certification(s) cited above,
or to comply with all of the conditions, including those placed
on a water quality certification, is a violation of Federal law
and may subject you to civil or criminal liability; fines can be
as high as $10,000 or $25,000 per day of violation.
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Please note that the attached conditions require the use of
practical alternatives to avoid or minimize the discharge of
dredged or fill material into waters and wetlands of the United
States. Further, any temporary fill, such as roadways or
cofferdams, etc., placed in the waterway or wetlands to
facilitate construction of this activity will require an
individual permit.

Verification that the work meets the criteria of a Nationwide
permit is valid only for a period of two years from the date of
this letter. If work is not commenced or under contract to
commence by that date you must request a new verification to
determine whether this Nationwide permit has been modified,
suspended or revoked.

Should you have any questions concerning this matter, please
contact Ms. Joan Drake at (617) 647-8492.

Sincerely,

Karen Kirk Adams
Chief, Evaluation Unit
Regulatory Branch
Operations Division

Attachment

Copy Furnished:

MA DEQE
Division of Water Pollution Control
One Winter Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02108

Ms. Sherri Marshall
Baystate Environmental Consultants
296 North Main Street
East Longmeadow, Massachusetts 01028
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NATIONWIDE PERMIT CONDITIONS

(Applicable to all staces)

330.5(b) Conditions, The following special conditions must be followed in
order for the nationwide permits identified to be valid:

(1) That any discharge of dredged or fill material will not occur In
the proximity of a public water supply intake*

(2) That any discharge of dredged or fill Material will not occur in
areas of concentrated shellfish production unless the discharge is directly
related to a shellfish harvesting activity authorized by paragraph (a) (4) of
this section*

(3) That the activity will not jeopardize a threatened or endangered
species as identified under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) , or destroy or
adversely modify the critical habitat of such species. In the case of .
federal agencies, it is the agencies' responsibility to comply with the
requirements of the ESA. If the activity may adversely affect any listed
species or critical habitat, the district engineer must initiate Section 7
consultation in accordance with the ESA. In such cases, the district
engineer may: (i) initiate Section 7 consultation and then, upon completion,
authorize the activity under the nationwide permit by adding, if appropriate,
activity specific conditions, or (ii) prior to or concurrent with Section 7
consultation he may recommend discretionary authority (See .Section 330.3) or
use modification, suspension, or revocation procedures (See 33 C?R 325.7) .

(4) That the activity shall not significantly disrupt the movement of
those species of aquatic life indigenous to the waterbody (unless the primary
purpose of the fill is to impound water);

*

(5) That any discharge of dredged or fill material shall consist of
suitable material free from toxic pollutants (see Section 307 of Clean
water Act) in toxic amounts?

(6) That any structure or fill authorized shall b* properly maintained.

(7) That the activity will not occur in a component of the National
Wild and Scenic River System? nor in a river officially* designated by
Congress as a "study river" for possible inclusion in the system, while the
river is in an official study status;

(3) That the activity shall not cause an unacceptable interference with
navigation;

All Scates



(9) That, if the activity nay adversely affect historic properties
which the National Park Service has listed on, or determined eligible for '*
listing on, the National Register of Historic Places, the permittee will
notify the district engineer. If the district engineer determines that such
historic properties may be adversely affected, he will provide the Advisory
Council on Historic preservation an opportunity to comment on the effects on
such historic properties or he will consider modification, suspension, or
revocation in accordance with 33 C?R 325,7. Furthermore, that,'if .the
permittee before or during prosecution of the work authorized, encounters a
historic property that has not been listed or determined eligible for listing
on the National Register, but which My be eligible for listing in the
National Register, he shall immediately notify the district engineer;

(10) That the construction or operation of the activity will not impair
reserved tribal rights, including, but not limited to, reserved water rights
and treaty fishing and hunting rights;

(11) That in certain states, an individual state water quality
certification oust be obtained or waived (See Section 330.9);

(12) That in certain states., an individual state coastal zone oangement
consistency concurrence oust be obtained or waived (See Section 330.10);

(13) That the activity will comply with regional conditions which may
have been added by the division engineer (See Section 330.8(a)); and

(14) That the management practices listed in Section 330.6 of this part
shall be followed to the maximum- extent practicable.

(c) further information. (1) District engineers are authorized to
determine if an activity complies with the terns and conditions of a
nationwide permit unless that decision must be made by the division engineer
in accordance with Section 330.7.

(2) Nationwide permits do not obviate the need to obtain other Federal,
state or local authorizations required by law*

(3) Nationwide permits do not grant any property rights or exclusive
privileges.

(4) Nationwide permits do not authorize any Injury to the property - or
rights of others.

(5) Nationwide permits do not authorize interference with any existing
or proposed Federal project.

(d) Modification* Suspension or Revocation of Nationwide Permits, the
Chief of Engineers may modify, suspend, or revoke nationwide permits in
accordance with the relevant procedures of 33 C?R 32S.7. Such authority
includes, but is not limited to: adding individual, regional/ or nationwide
conditions; revoking authorization for a category of activities or a category
of waters by. requiring • individual or regional permits; or revoking an
authorization on a case-by-case basis. This authority i* not limited to
concern* for the aquatic environment as is the discretionary authority in
Section 330.3.

2 of 3 AU scacea
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Sec. 330.6 Management p. jtices.

(a) In addition to the conditions specified in Sections 330. S of this
Part., the following management practices shall be followed, to - the maximum
extent practicable, in order to minimize the adverse effects of these
discharges on the aquatic environment. Failure to comply with these
practices may be cause for the district engineer to recommend, or the
division engineer to take, discretionary authority to regulate the activity
on an individual or regional basis pursuant to Section 330.8 of this Part.

(11 Discharges of dredged oc £111 material into waters of the United
States shall be avoided or minimized through th« use at other practical
alternatives.

(2) Discharges in spawning- areas during spawning seasons shall be
avoided.

' (3) Discharges shall not restrict or impede the movement of aquatic
species indigenous to the waters or the passage of normal or expected high
flows or cause the relocation of the water (unless the primary purpose of
the fill is to impound waters).

(4) If the discharge creates an impoundment of water, adverse impacts
on the aquatic system caused by the accelerated passage of water and/or the
restriction of its flow shall b« minimized.

(5) Discharge in wetlands areas shall be avoided.

(6) Heavy equipment working in wetlands shall be placed on mats.

(7) Discharges into breeding areas for migratory waterfowl shall be
avoided.

(3) All temporary fills shall be removed in their entirety.

3 of 3 All Scaces
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Cornelius J. O'Leary
Acting Director
(617) 292-5647

&cecutiv& 0$c& <^<§aois&rtmen^ ̂ ($air&

(Department/ ^£ruw<mm&ital *2aa£tip <§nyine&wgs

of Water- (£oHuti0rt/ ffontwJ

'. O2fO$

Ms. Sheri Marshall
Baystate Environment Consultants
296 N. Main Street
E. Lone/meadow, MA 01028

Dear Ms. Marshall:

May 12, 1989

Re: Waiver of Certification (F)
DEQE Wetland File #294-224
Springfield

This Division has reviewed your completed application of April 10,
1989 on behalf of the City of Springfield Parks Department for the
Forest Park gully restoration. As described, the work involves the
alteration of approximately 3000 square feet of wetlands which will be
affected by the placement of gabion sediment barriers and will reguire
the filling of approximately 160 sguare feet of wetland. The gabion
structures will be installed to dissipate stormwater flows. The areas
of gabion installation will be excavated as required with gabions
installed across the openings of the intermittent streams. No wetland
compensation will be provided.

This Division hereby waives water quality certification for this
project as described.

Should the scope of work covered in DEQE File # 294-224 change such
that an Amended Order of Conditions is issued or a new filing under MGL
Chapter 131 s40 is required, this waiver will be invalid and a new
application for water quality certification must be made to this
Division.

This waiver does not relieve the applicant of the duty to comply
with any other statutes and regulations.

Very truly yours,

Cornelius^J. O'Leary */
Acting Director

CJO/MZ/wp
63/marshall

Original on Recycled Paper
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APPENDIX F

Chapter 91 Dredging Permit
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Daniel 5. Greenbaum
Commissioner

Gary R- Clayton
Director

. O2/O&

June 16, 1989

Rita Coppola
City of Springfield Barks Department
Admin. Bldg. Forest Park
Springfield, MA 01108

RE: Waterways Application No. W89-045D/Dredge Permit No. 178
Porter Lake, Springfield, Hampden County

Dear Ms. Coppola:

Ihe Department of Environmental Quality Engineering, Division of Wetlands
and Waterways Regulation, Waterways Regulation Program, has approved the
enclosed referenced dredge permit authorizing you to perform certain activities
pursuant to G.L. Chapter 91 and regulations 310 CMR 9.00. Please note this
Permit expires ten years from the date of issue.

You are required to give written notice to the Department at least three
days before commencing any piece of dredging, of the amount of the proposed
work and the time at which it is expected work will begin. A copy of this
Permit is being forwarded to the United States Army Corps of Engineers, 424
Trapelo Rd., Waltham MA 02154, for their information and records.

Sincerely yours,

fohn A. Simpson
Section Chief
Waterways Regulation Program

JAS/WS/hs

cc: DEQE-Region I, Wetlands File No. 294-123
U.S. ACOE, Regulatory Functions Branch, w/enc.
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PERMIT NO. 178
Name and Address of Permittee:

City of Springfield
Admin. Bldg. Forest Park
Springfield, MA 01108 ISSUED: June 16, 1989

EXPIRES: June 16, 1999

Permission is hereby given by the Department of Environmental Quality
Engineering to dredge by hydraulic method approximately 130,000 cubic
yards of subaqueous material from an area in Porter Lake and Fountain Lake
in Springfield. The dredged material from said area shall be disposed of
by the applicant in a containment area onsite.

All work authorized herein shall be in the location shown and to the
dimensions indicated in the permit plan(s) titled:
"Porter Lake Existing and Proposed Bathymetry" (5 sheets).

STANDARD WATERWAYS PERMIT CONDITIONS

1. All work authorized herein shall be performed in strict accordance
with the Final Order of Conditions, issued by the Springfield Conservation
Commission, and the Water Quality Certification issued by the Department.
of Environmental Quality Engineering, Division of Water Pollution Control.

2. Acceptance of this Waterways Permit shall constitute an agreement by
the Permittee to conform to all terms and conditions stated herein.

3. This Waterways Permit is issued upon the express condition that any
and all other applicable authorizations necessitated due to the provisions
hereof shall be secured by the Permittee prior to the commencement of any
activity authorized pursuant to this Permit.

4. This Waterways Permit shall be revocable by the Department for
noncompliance with the terms and conditions set forth herein. This Permit
may be revoked after the Department has given written notice of the
alleged noncompliance to the Permittee, or his agent, and those persons
who have filed a written request for such notice with the Department and
afforded them a reasonable opportunity to correct said noncompliance.
Failure to correct said noncompliance after the issuance of a written
notice by the Department shall render this Waterways Permit void.
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PERMIT NO. 178 PAGE 2

5. This Waterways Permit is issued subject to all applicable federal,
state, county, and municipal laws, ordinances, by-laws, and regulations
including but not limited to a valid final Order of Conditions issued
pursuant to the Wetlands Protection Act, G.L. Chapter 131, s. 40. In
particular, this issuance is subject to the provisions of Sections 52 to
56, inclusive, of Chapter 91 of the General laws, which provide, in part,
that the transportation and dumping of the dredged material shall be done
under the supervision of the Department, and that the Permittee shall be
liable to pay the cost of said supervision whenever the owner of the
dredge or excavating machine fails to pay for the same within ten (10)
days after notification in writing from the Treasurer of the Commonwealth
that the same is due.

6. This Waterways Permit is issued upon the express condition that the
dredging and transport and disposal of dredged material shall be in strict
conformance with all applicable requirements and authorizations of the
DEQJE, Division of Water Pollution Control,

7. All subsequent maintenance dredging and transport and disposal of this
dredged material during the term of this Permit shall conform to all
standards and conditions applied to the original dredging operation
performed under this Permit.

8. After completion of the work hereby authorized, the Permittee shall
furnish, to the Department, a suitable plan showing the depths at mean low
water over the area dredged. The dredging under this Permit shall be so
conducted as to cause no unnecessary obstruction of the free passage of
vessels. In doing the dredging authorized, care shall be taken to cause
no shoaling. If, however, any shoaling is caused, the Permittee shall, at
his expense, remove the shoal areas. The Permittee shall pay all costs of
supervision, and if at any time the Department deems necessary a survey or
surveys of the area dredged, The Permittee shall pay all costs associated
with such work. Nothing in this Permit shall be so construed as to impair
the legal rights of any person, or authorize dredging on land not owned by
the Permittee without consent of the owner (s) of such property.

9. The Permittee shall assume and pay all claims and demands arising in
any manner from the work authorized herein, and shall save harmless and
indemnify the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, its officers, employees, and
agents from all claims, suits, damages, costs and expenses incurred by
reason thereof.

10. The Permittee shall, at least three days before commencing any piece
of dredging in the tide water, give written notice to the Department of
the location and amount of the proposed work, and the time at which it is
expected work will begin.
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PEFMTT NO. 178 PAGE'3

11. Whosoever violates any provision of this permit shall be subject to a
fine of $25,000 per day for each day such violation occurs or continues,
or by iitprisonment for not more than one year, or both such fine and
imprisonment; or shall be subject to civil penalty not to exceed $25,000
per day for each day such violation occurs or continues.

SPECIAL WSTERHMfg PERMIT CONDITIONS

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUAUTY ENGINEERING

ŝvL
6^W V —"

Director, Division of Wetlands and Waterways Regulation

SecttfcnXChief, Waterways Regulation Program
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FIG. 12 A
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